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NOTICE OF APUBLIC

HEARI~G

As previously announced, The Assembly Committee on Conservation,
Natural Resources and Energy wHl hold a series of public hearings during
the month of April. Unlike the previous announcement, this notice includes
specific information regarding the hearing on April 20th. The complete
schedule for the hearings is as follows:
Monday, April 11, 1988, 10:00 a.m. - State House .Annex, room 33lf,
.
Trenton, New Jersey.
Wednesday, April 13, 1988, 10:00 a.m. - the old Cape May County
Court House, Cape Mav Court House, New Jersev.
·
Wednesday, ·April ..20, 1988, 10:00 a.m. - Tatum Park, Special Service
Center, Middleto'1f-n, New Jersey.
Thursday, April 21, 1988, 10:00 a.m. - Somerset County Environmental
Education Center, Basking Ridge, New Jersey.
The purpose of these hearings is to explore

additional steps that the State can pursue to preserve
open lands and provide recreational opportwtities.
The committee is interested in receiving testimony on
a broad range of potential land use techniques,
1egislation1 or other approaches to preserve open land.

Due to time constraints oral testimony may be limited to 10 minutes.
Written statements and other documents, to be included in the public
record, are welcome and encouraged.
Anyone '1fishing to testify at any of these public hearings should
contact Raymond Cantor or Leonard Coiner, committee aides, at {609)
292-7676.
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ASSEMBLYWOMP.N

MAUREEN OGDEN

I'd

(Chairperson):

1 ike

to thank everyone for being here this morning.
This is the
fourth and last hearing that the Committee on Conservation,
Natural Resources and Energy is holding throughout the State on
open

space;

open

space needs

and how to

preserving at least 300,000 more acres.
With me this morning is the
Committee, Joe Kyrillos,

attain our

Vice

from Monmouth County.

goal

of

Chairman

of

the

To his

left

is

Judy Jengo, who is with the Assembly Majority staff, and to my
right is Len Colner who is with Legislative Services.
We really had extremely well-attended and interesting
hearings so far. Many innovative suggestions have been made in
terms of preserving more open space.
Of course, the key to it
is always funding.
But what has been suggested in addition to
another
very
large
bond
issue
for
Green
Acres,
is
public/private partnership.
Many from the local and county
level have said that they would like to be more involved in
They would like some mechanisms
terms of open space dollars.
to raise funds themselves to preserve open space.
like to see any purchase of
caps.
There is recommended
increased or exempted in terms
We heard particularly

Some would

open space be removed from the
that the borrowing capacity be
of purchasing open space.
from the Director of Planning of

Bergen County yesterday, the need to be aware of redeve~opment
in older suburbs, and to craft the tools that we wi 11 be
needing in the years to come to deal with that phenomena.
We also heard several times,
and stated in very
poignant terms, about the need for open space in urban areas.
As someone said the other day, "It's getting to the point where
the street tree is the only open space that people in urban
areas are enjoying."
Another

point

that's

been made

several

times

is

the

need for the right of first refusal to go beyond just farmland,
to deal with other critical areas;

1

and to not

just be at the

State level,
local.level.

but a power that could be at the county and the

An additional suggestion was the need for highlighting

our concern for natural resources.

If

it's really the number

one priority that all of us believe, then it should be
reflected in the official structure of the government, and it
should be a cabinet level post.
These
brought

to

certainly

are

just

the Conuni ttee
looking

forward

some

of

the

ideas

in the past
to

that

three

everyone

have

hearings.

who's

here

been
We' re

today

and

listening to their testimony, and either reiterating the points
that have already been made,
the Conunittee.
It

is

our

or else bringing new thoughts to

intention,

after

all

these

hearings

are

finished
which of course today is the last one -- and we
receive the transcripts, or probably even before, starting to
work on a package of legislation and then having a press
conference.
The entire Committee -- there are five members of
the Committee -- will be sponsoring that legislation.
I guess the prime reason that I don't want to have
another hearing -- or two more hearings, as various people have
suggested -- is that I do feel
with a sense of urgency, and we
much as I would like to continue
listening ~o what people have to
free to send their statements to
be given a very thorough review.
up.

that this is a critical need
should get on with it -- as
traveling around the State and
say.
Of course, everyone is
the Cammi ttee, and they wi 11

We do have a list of people who have called and signed
We' re going to start out with this 1 ist.
If there are

others who are in the room today who haven't been in· touch with
Legislative Services to say that they would

like

to

speak,

urge you to sign one of these forms that's right up here.
Before we start, would you like to say anything, Joe?
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I

ASSEMBLYMAN KYRILLOS:
I think you summarized it quite
well, Maureen.
I'll just add that it's ·been very heartening to
see this kind of turnout at each of the four hearings.
We were
in Middletown yesterday, which is in my legislative district.
We had a turnout similar to this, and heard lots of very good
testimony, as we have in Trenton and in Cape May before that.
It's been a great education for me,

and I'm sure it has been

for some other members of the Committee, some of whom obviously
are not here today.
I thank you

for

being

hearing what you have to say.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
other hearings, we'll begin

here,

and

Thank you,
first with

look

Joe .
State

forward

to

As with the
agencies or

representatives of State government, and then go to the county
and
any
other
elected
officials,
and
then
to
private
organizations.
Using those guidelines, the first person would be John
who is Director of the Office of State Planning,

Epling,

although I don't see him here.
Is there a representative here?
MART IN
BIERBAUM: Yes. Good morning.
I'm Martin
Bierbaum, the Assistant Director of the Off ice.
The Director
took ill last evening and called me up and asked me to stand in
for him.
Torn Dallessio on my right is the Legislative Liaison
for the office as well. Okay?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Yes.
MR. BIERBAUM:
Good morning, Chairperson Ogden, Vice
Chai rrnan Kyr i 11 os , and members of the Assembly Corruni ttee on
Conservation,
Natural Resources and Energy.
I
am Martin
Bierbaum, the Assistant Director of the Office.
I am here
today to speak about open space on behalf of the Executive
Director, and Secretary of the State Planning Corrunission, John
Epling.
As
currently

you

may

preparing

know,
the

the

State

State

Planning

Development

3

and

Corrunission

is

Redevelopment

Plan.

In January,

a

draft of the preliminary State Plan was

released by the Commission for State agency review and public
comment.
and

the

Based upon comments received,
Commission

released

for

will

approve

cross-acceptance

municipalities of the State,

a

with

revisions will be made

preliminary
the

21

plan

counties

to

be

and

567

probably by late this summer.

A

final plan should be adopted at the completion of this process
in late 1989 or early 1990.

My comments today on open space

will relate to the goals enunciated in the State Planning Act,
and the provisions in our January draft preliminary plan.
It is important to recognize, however, that we are
only at the beginning of the State Planning process.
Although
the boundaries of our work have been defined by the State
Planning Act, our strategies and policies to manage growth are
only beginning to evolve.
taken in that context.

My comments,

therefore,

should be

The State Development and Redevelopment Plan, pursuant
to provisions of the State Planning Act,
goals:

has seven fundamental

To promote beneficial economic growth;
2)
To
provide
adequate
public
services
reasonable cost;
1)

at

3) To protect natural resources;
4) To revitalize urban areas;
5) To provide housing at a reasonable cost;
6)
To preserve and enhance hi st or ic, cultural,
space and recreational lands and structures;
7)

a

open

To ensure sound and integrated planning statewide.

Achievement

of

any of

these goals,

and al 1 of these

goals, necessarily involves considerations of open space.
In addition,
particular
following:

co~

ern

in

the draft plan identifies three areas of
terms

of

4

open

space.

They

are

the

- Revitalizing older cities and suburbs;
- Managing suburban and rural growth; and
- Protecting natural resources including farmland.
I'd just like to say a few words about each of these
three areas of particular concern.
First, open space in older urban and
Successful

revitalization

of

our

urban

suburban

areas

areas:

requires

the

appropriate integration of open space.
Open space is just as
essential to the reestablishment of commercial, administrative,
and financial districts,
residential neighborhoods.

as it is to the repopulation of
Cities traditionally rely on large

urban parks to provide for their recreational and social needs
for public space.
We can point to Central Park in New York,
the Mal 1 in Washington, D. C. , the Lake Shore in Chicago, the
Commons and Public Gardens in Boston.
Urban revitalization
efforts often focus around public open spaces such as our own
Liberty State Park·in Jersey City.
On a smaller scale, people
in urban areas are attracted to open spaces such as vest-pocket
parks, which serve the human need for open space in the
immediate vicinity of workplaces ahd high density residential
areas.
As

you

know,

most

of

New

Jersey's

cities

were

product of
sacrificed

the
to

industrial age, and often open spaces
development
pressures.
Today,
with

the
were
the

transformation of New Jersey's economic base from an industrial
to
a
high
technology
and
service
sector
economy,
new
opportunities are beginning to emerge for innovative commercial
and residential patterns of development.
These new patterns
must recognize open space needs in the renewal and redesign of
our cities.
For instance, some of the City of Newark's vacant,
city-owned parcels might become attractive for redevelopment as
residential and commercial uses

if there were a strong public

commitment to a system of integrated open spaces.
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New Jersey's

urban centers, and a number of their older suburbs, have
waterfront areas.
In the 19th century and throughout most of
the 20th century, these waterfront areas have been crowded out
with

industrial

and

commercial

uses,

and

access

to

them was

limited.
Now they offer unusual opportunities in terms of
revitalization.
The construction of the aquarium on Camden's
waterfront and the private development now taking place
the

Hudson

River

in

Jersey

dramatic examples.
Open space
public

sector.

Where

older urban areas,
should

be

is

not

City
the

possible,

and
sole

Hoboken

are

just

two

of

the

in

our

responsibility

private

along

development

whether for housing or commercial purposes,

encouraged

to

incorporate

open

spaces

in

their

designs.
In terms

of managing

suburban and

rural

areas,

open

space policy might take a slightly different focus.
The sprawl
of suburban development has often left few public lands
available, at a price the public can afford, for recreational
and open space uses.
Open space in these areas are often
privately held and inaccessible to the general public. -The
rise of anti-growth sentiment in some suburban communities

is

in part based -on the realization that undeveloped land is
scheduled for future commercial development.
-The prospect of
even higher
land
prices means that open land
in these
communities will not be around for very long.
Even pcivate
uses that once guaranteed open space, if only in the form of a
golf course of a - swim club,
are now subject
to
being
redeveloped to a higher intensity use because of higher land
values.
If

the

suburbs continue to absorb the population and

employment growth,
years,
Concerns

open
for

which New Jersey expects

spaces
ratables

must

be

planned

on the part

of

for

over
and

the next

reserved

municipalities

20

now.

must

be

carefully balanced by the qualitative value of open space that
makes a community a desirable place to live.

6

Again, the responsibility for preserving open space is
one to be shared by both the public and private sectors.
It is
not just the existence of open spaces but also the design of
these spaces that will optimize their use and enjoyment.
Just parenthetically -- if I can digress for a moment
-- when Tom called me and asked me to appear here today to
testify, I live just over the hill in Berkeley Heights, and I
thought to myself-I hadn · t been up this road or to this
center in a few years, but I remembered I'd come down the road
into Basking Ridge and go past a farm where we had regularly
shopped, and then make a right turn at the Somerset County
Airport.
I went passed the farm and noticed it was no longer
there.
There was a huge condominium development on that site.
I then made a right at the corner where I thought the Somerset
County Airport was, and lo and behold there· s another huge
housing development on that site.
Coming in this morning at
nine o'clock was just a dramatic example of what I'm trying to
convey here in terms of the testimony.
Protecting

natural

resources

is

another

mandate

of

ours and given special attention in the draft plan.
While the
diminishing availability of open spaces in urban and suburban
areas has been a continuing concern, maintaining broad expanses
of open spaces in rural areas has also been a growing concern.
The increasing pressures of development on prime agricultural
land and in environmentally sensitive land, threatens the
resources of the State which we have for years taken for
granted.
We are limited, ·however, in the tools we have
available to protect these resources and retain rural open
spaces.
I would encourage you to carefully examine new
programs and policies which,
in conjunction with zoning,
fee-simple

purchase,

and

development

rights

purchase,

enable

governments at all levels in the State to protect our heritage
as the Garden State, and to maintain the aesthetic qualities of
our remaining open spaces.
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reached

The disappearance of
serious
proportions.

open space in New Jersey
Given
the
density
of

has
the

population and the intensity of the development in the State,
we

cannot

afford

reserved for

a

passive

open

space

policy.

Land

not

specific open space is land that will very likely

be developed.
transportation

Furthermore,
concerns, we

in light of air pollution and
need to make certain that open

space is accessible to people where they

live

and where

they

work.
In the older urban and suburban areas,

an affirmative

open space policy must capitalize on the new opportunities
emerging there.
As waterfront areas open up, and as abandoned
land becomes available, an open space policy becomes another
tool to encourage revitalization.
In suburban and rural areas
experiencing strong development pressures, an affirmative open
space policy is essential to carefully balance economic growth
and

concerns

for

ratables

with

preserving

and enhancing the

existing quality of life.
An affirmative open space policy is
also imperative in order to preserve farmlands as well as
protect

other

non-renewable

natural

resources.

Without

an

affirmative open space policy tailored to meet the various
needs of each of these areas, open space simply will not
compete effectively with other land uses.
In
conclusion:
At
the
State
level,
principal
responsibility for open space lies with the Department of
Environmental Protection's Green Acres Program, the Department
of Agriculture, the Governor's Council of New Jersey Outdoors,
and the cooperative efforts between New Jersey, New York and
Connecticut

through

the

Regional

Planning

Association.

advocating that an affirmative open space policy
to the future of New Jersey,

I

is

essential

am suggesting that legislative

action along with ample appropriations will be required.
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We at the Off ice of State Planning wi 11 be carefully
evaluating the existing and needed tools to assist you in the
development of an affirmative and effective open space policy.
The
State
Planning
Comrnission,
working
with
counties,
municipalities, and State agencies, will be formulating a State
Plan over the next 18 months, which should help you to develop
a consensus on how open space needs can be met as we move into
the 21st century. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you.
One of the points
made by an individual who spoke yesterday was -- and basically
it was a criticism of the recomrnendations so far of the State
Planning Commission -- is that it's not tied in to our basic
resource, which is water supply.

Would you care to comment on

that?
MR.

BIERBAUM:

Well,

that's

something

that

we

are

sensitive to, and I think you have to remember that we're just
at the front end of this process, which will take a year and a
half.
We' re about to go out to the counties wi ~h our maps,
with our plans, and to look at where water supply is a concern,
where sewers are or are not, match up the data that we
developed over the last six months with what they have.
But I
can assure you that water resources and sewers and water
pollution are a critical concern of the plan.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I don't mean sewers.
I mean
aquifers.
MR. BIERBAUM:
Aquifers, and water quality related to
the aquifers, is an important consideration that we are taking
into account.
In the environmentally sensitive areas, we're in
the process
of developing
a
nitrate dilution
model
in
consultation with DEP, which will hopefully set some standards
for development based on considerations of water quality.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
Commission
already

basically

existed,

of

OGDEN:

Has

undertaken,

or

statewide natural

9

the
maybe

State

Planning

amplified

resources

what

inventory?

I

mean, the plans that you' re recommending, are they based on
natural resources as they currently exist?
MR. BIERBAUM: We worked from maps and advice given us
by DEP -- by the Department of Environmental Protection.
They
were included as part of our factor maps and resource maps to
develop our State map.
Now what we're doing is going out to
the-- Well currently we' re engaged in a State review process
and reviewing their comments, which is their reaction to what
we've done with the information that they've provided us. When
this process is complete, a revised draft of the plan then goes
back to the State Planning Commission.
They will hopefully by
the end of the summer, vote to release that revised draft,
which will then go to the counties.
Then we'll be looking at
what we've done with a much finer grain with the counties and
local officials, again, to make sure that it's consistent with
local information.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
From the description of your
trip here this morning and what has happe.ned to two landmarks
the airport and the farm -- it's obvious that the Fair
Housing Act is having quite an impact, and a real impact on
open space.
Do you see yourself making any recommendations
when those two come into conflict,
as they seem to be
increasingly in a number of towns?
MR. BIERBAUM:
Currently, a tentative agreement has
been worked out, because this plan will not be promulgated
until 1990, to adhere to guidelines with the Council on
Affordable Housing up to that time.
Subsequent to that, there
will have to be a careful balancing between the affordable
housing concerns
which,
by the way,
is one of our
legislative

mandates,

to

see

that

housing

is

provided

at

reasonable cost, and we have to be particularly sensitive too
-- and also concerns for open space and natural resources.
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We have taken the position that planning done properly
can prudently balance these concerns.
That's why I think the
point was made in the testimony by the Director -- and provided
by me -- here today that this is not just a public concern but
a

public/private

concern.

And

we're

really

looking

for

innovative tools to make sure that this can happen.
In some ways,
quite frankly,
the State

Planning

Commission

existing

and

the

Off ice

of

State

Planning,

legislation we're hamstrung in some ways.
powers.
So,
in
terms
of
local
recommendations

are

somewhat

limited.

under

We don't have zoning
municipalities,
our
Our

protection

of

natural resources with r~spect to farmland right now is pretty
much
limited
to
farmland
purchase
programs,
farmland
preservation through lease purchase or fee-simple purchase.
We're told by county planners that they're very quickly running
out of money to effectively manage that program.
So that's why the point again was made to examine
existing tools.
In the hope that the legislative do.ors are
open, we can come back with recommendations in terms of future
needs;

both financial

in terms of appropriati:ms,

terms of rule making and legislative powers.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Well that of

and also

course

is

in

really

the main purpose of these four hearings, to hear from ihose who
testify what needs to be done, what's not working, and what
legislation needs to be enacted so that we can move forward.
Are there any questions that you have, Joe?
ASSEMBLYMAN KYRILLOS:
Yes.
I represent the northern
Monmouth County part of the State and a small part of Middlesex
County, in an area that probably mirrors the State as a whole
in their high fevered anxiety about the loss of open space, and
traffic congestion.
These are folks that left New York and
'ther more

congested areas,

for

the Monmouth County suburbs.

I'm concerned about the fact that we have gotten probably the
highest Mount Laurel affordable housing mandate of any area in

11

the State.

We heard folks

from that

otherwise strong conservationists,
but

very

critical

designation
corridor.

of

about

that

the

area

as

area yesterday who

concerned about open space,
State

a

are

Plan

future

because

growth

of

area,

its

growth

Their feeling is -- and my feeling is, and I think

rightly so -- that we really can't handle any more growth.
We
certainly have had more than our fair share of Mount Laurel
housing, and the rest of it.
who

are

advocates

of

What would you say to those folks

regional

planning because they want

to

have a more balanced approach to growth, yet for these very
same reasons are opposing the State Master Plan?
How is this
cross-acceptance. process going
to help them voice
feelings and concerns, and how can you accorrunodate them?
MR.
them

that

BIERBAUM:
they

have

I
to

think

first

recognize

of

the

all

I

limits

would
of

Planning Conunission and the State Planning Act.
really a

limited role,

Plan represents

and what

their
say to

the

Our

State

role

is

that draft preliminary State

is an assessment of where we ·are

today,

with

something of an anticipated vision of what we at the Planning
Corrunissi'on and the Off ice of State Planning think most New
Jerseyans would like to be in the year 2010.
Now,

if

Monmouth

County

was

designated

as

a

growth

area, that's based on certain criteria which we focused on;
information that was provided by DEP and DOT.
It had a lot to
do with existing roads.
It had a lot to do with where sewers
are.
And based on that information, we' re saying that these
areas
or this particular area -- has the facilities in place
to grow, and growth probably will happen there.
Now, if local
people -- your

constituents -,-- decide that

it's not

in their

best interest to grow, people on the State Planning Corrunission
have no way to tell them that they ought to grow.

On the local

level they will have to effectively take steps to preserve open
space,

or do things that will slow their growth.

no zoning powers.

But we have

We're not coming down to the municipalities--
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ASSEMBLYMAN KYRILLOS:

Well what penalties -- from the

DOT, from the DEP
would be forthcoming if they were to
reject the plan? What would they not be eligible for or be
qualifying for?
MR. BIERBAUM:

You raised the obverse of the situation

that we' re often asked about out in the out lying areas.
In
outlying areas that don't currently have facilities, developers
and farmers

are currently telling us that it's much easier for

us to stop growth because we can stop DOT and DEP from putting
in the necessary infrastructure.
But if we' re not going to
cause havoc with the State's economy, how can we guarantee that
that growth will go into places that are already developed and
have the infrastructure available,
And ·quite frankly, at this point,
guaranteeing

that

if

we

slow

such as Monmouth County?
we' re somewhat 1 imi ted in

growth

in

one

area,

we

can

guarantee that it will be fostered in another area, because we
don't know what the reactions of local people in Monmouth
County and other places that already have the infrastructure,
will be. So thii is a more serious concern, or is being voiced
more heatedly to us by people in the limited growth areas than
it is in the growth areas.
DOT and DEP really can't do very much if you decide
not to grow.
That's a local decision.
You already have the
infrastructure.
You already have the water systems.
You
already have the sewers and the roads.
There's nothing that
they can withhold to encourage growth.
It works quite the
opposite way.
ASSEMBLYMAN KYRILLOS:
Very briefly describe -- I know
we have a lot of speakers and I don't want to belabor this but
the cross acceptance process, with the timetable and how you
go about it.
MR.
that

this

is

BIERBAUM:

Okay.

First I ought to try to convey--

truly an open process.

The Corrunission and the

staff are working very diligently to make sure that this is an
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open process.

When we go out and go public speaking sometimes

people seem skeptical about that.
in final form.
In

This is not a finished plan

Right now this is a draft preliminary plan.

terms

of

where

we

are

currently:

A

draft

preliminary plan was submitted to the Commission in January.
The Commission approved it at its January 29 meeting.
The
official release date was February 16;

that was releasing the

plan to the public for public comment and to the State agencies
for their review.
plan.
now

The State agencies had 45 days to review the

They submitted their comments to us by April 1.
examining

Commission

and

meeting

studying
in

March,

extended another 30 days.
public

those
the

comments.

public

At

comment

We're

the

last

period

was

So that period now runs until May 16.

At the end of that public comment period all of those
comments, combined with the State agency reviews that

have already been submitted, will be studied and incorporated
in a revised draft of the plan, which will then again be
submitted to the State Planning ·commission.

The State Planning

Commission will study that revised document and study all the
comments that they receive.
Hopefully sometime by the end of
the summer they will vote or approve a revised draft which will
then go to the counties, the 21 counties.
The counties are then responsible for pulling in their
municipalities,
holding
hearings,
going
over
with
their
municipalities their local master plans, zoning ordinances,
local land use regulations, and coming up with an analysis that
will allow us to determine where municipalities ·and counties
are consistent and inconsistent, compatible and incompatible
with the basic thrust and policies· of the State Plan.
comparing

and

undergoing.

This

contrasting

process

process will

that

they

It's a

will

be

take approximately six months.

The counties are required to file a report at the end of the
period,

highlighting

the

consistencies

compatibilities and incompatibilities.
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and

inconsistencies,

Municipalities are invited, if they don't agree with
what's in the county report, to file a dissenting report, or a
report which may in part dissent or in part concur with what
the counties have done.
All of this information will

then come

back

to

the

State Planning Commission and the Office of State Planning.
It
will be collated, analyzed, gathered, presented.
The State
Planning Commission will discuss and debate the nature of this
information; make changes or recommendations to the State Plan
at

that

time.

We expect

that

this will

take three

to

four

months with staff and Commission working closely together.
Eventually then a final plan will be promulgated based
on all of this information.
That will then again go to public
hearing.
Comments will again be made.
Those comments will
then be given serious consideration.
And at that point a final
plan will be promulgated to become the State Plan of New Jersey.
it's

After this process is complete, I should say though,
not ended.
Under the statute we are then required to

monitor

and

evaluate

cross-acceptance

the

process

State
every

Plan
three

envisioned -- I think wisely so
ongoing process.

and

go

years.

through
So

this

this

by the Legislature

as

was
an

ASSEMBLYMAN KYRILLOS:
I
suspect you'll
have
to
monitor things because after that long process I presume a lot
will be changed and outdated.
But I appreciate your comments.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I just have one other question
in connection with your attachment D, which is the breakCown on
county by county basis of total area developed, available, and
undevelopable.
I see that you have figures for three of the
counties. And it's also broken down according to the tiers.
I
wondered

first

what

"undevelopable"

currently deed restricted or

means

--

in public hands or

and it's going to be kept in open space,
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whether

that's

in nonprofit,

or whether

it means

because

of

environmental

reasons?

And

secondly,

when

you

envision all this will be finished?
MR. BIERBAUM:
When you say when it will be finished,
do you mean in terms of final numbers?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
progress."
MR.

OGDEN:

BIERBAUM:

Yes.

Yes.

A

Let

context to why we did what we did,

me

lot

of

it

provide,

says,

"In

perhaps,

some

and how we arrived at those

numbers, and how this process is continuing.
There

was

much

concern

voiced,

particularly

by

the

development comrnuni ty, over the summer.
In fact, they spent
quite a bit of money and did quite a bit of work in
promulgating their own draft plan in reaction to our draft
plan.

One

sufficient

of

their

basic

contentions was

that

there

is

not

land in New Jersey to continue building to meet the

housing needs

and

commercial

through the year 2010,

development

needs

of

the

State

if we adhere to the policies and the map

provided with our early draft plan.
In response to that, the Office of State Planning
undertook a rather ambitious mapping project, where we worked
from 170 Department of Environmental Protection aerial photos,
which photographed the entire State in March 1986.
We began to
identify stream corridors, environmentally sensitive area3,
areas that were already developed, and then open space areas;
to try and get some handle on what the potentially available,
developable land is in the State.
This is not a very precise
process.
What our consul tan ts told us we' re looking for is
some kind of ratio, like six to one or seven to one, in terms
of

projected

population

housing

potentially developable land.
a

great
anually

deal

measure

development,
because

of

they

and

precision
areas
those

are

that
that

and

employment

needs,

to

The numbers cannot be read with
in

any

are
are

case.

potentially
unavailable

environmentally

did

was

available

for

for

sensitive

developed, to try and develop this ratio.
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What

we

development
or

already

A preliminary report, a draft report, was presented at
the March Commission meeting which accompanied those numbers.
I don't know if you've seen that, but it explains what those
numbers mean.
It also explains that those numbers were just
the

first

cut.

That was

the

first

attempt at planimetering,

and we were going to do a second and third measurement which
would be submitted to the Commission in the upcoming months.
So if you don't have that additional

information,

I

would be

happy to provide that to you. But those numbers first of all-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Well,
to come back to the
question I was asking about what the category of undevelopable
means, that means stream corridors, steep plains, flood plains-MR. BIERBAUM:

Wetlands--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

--and wetlands.

anything to do with current ownership?
MR.
BIERBAUM:
(continuing)

--and
We worked from aerial photos.

It doesn't have
areas

already

It had nothing
developed.
No.
That·· s why I
to do with property lines and deed restrictions.
was making a point about the ratio, because we feel that that
ratio, if you go five to one, six to one, seven to one -- which
is

a

safe

ratio

that

allows

for

a

certain

degree

of

tolerance that takes into account property restrictions.
In
other words, what we're trying to say is, we think we have six
or

seven

times

the

amount

of

land

available

that

would

be

necessary

for projected needs to 2010, based on what the
Department of Labor and Department of Commerce are telling us
residential and commercial land needs might be, and that's what
we're playing with. We're trying·to come up with a number like
that, again, to meet some of the objections that were raised by
some of the more vociferous interest groups who were objecting
to some aspects of the plan a fe~ months ago.
ASSE) "BLYWOMAN OGDEN:
So the developers ? re saying
that

you're

not

providing

for

development· needs

according

to
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enough
their

for

the

criteria,

necessary
and

you're

saying we're going to have between five and seven times what we
need?
MR.

BIERBAUM:

Yes,

attempt to document that.

and

this

mapping

associations,

which

I

are

areas,

than we

are

saying to

mentioned

Assemblyman Kyrillos' question
is that
available land, we are much better off at
limited growth

was

an

It's still ongoing.

The second thing the developers
the builders'

effort

in

in

us

response

to

even if there
slowing growth

is
in

guaranteeing

growth

in

areas that are already developed because of the non growth, or
anti

growth

sentiment

which

is

already

emerging

in

the

suburbs.
That's another issue we have to look into, but I
think Assemblyman Kyrillos has made that point in restating the
positions of some of his constituents, and that's a concern of
ours.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Thank you very much.

MR. BIERBAUM: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
At
Katie

Porter,

who's

Co-chairman of

New Jersey Outdoors.
KATHRYN
PORTER:
be here.

I

this

time

I· d

like to

the Governor's

Good morning.

call

Counci 1 on

It's a pleasure to

am very glad to have this opportunity to speak to

you.
My name is Kathryn Porter.
I'm the Vice Chairman of the
Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors.
I'm not going to speak at great length because from
what you have said about the people who have testified already,
most of them testified before the Governor's Council on New
Jersey Outdoors, and many of the ideas are expressed in our
report.

What

I wi 11 do is to make sure that every member of

your Committee has this report, and that will be my statement.
The

Governor's

Council

on

New

Jersey

Outdoors

estar ·.ished by Governor· Kean as an advisory council.
charged

to

assess

Jersey's

outdoor

and

make

recreation

recorrunendatious
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We were

concerning

and open space needs

was

through

New
and

beyond the year 2000.
We are further charged to determine what
financial and institutional means are required to assure the
continued preservation, wise usage, and high quality of New
Jersey's open space and recreation resources.
The process was a six month process.
We heard
testimony from various

consultants

on

a State

level,

county,

local
officials,
land preservation specialists,
recreation
specialists,
people
who
are
involved
with
handicapped
special ties.

We

held

four

hearings,

similar

to what

you· ve

done, throughout the State.
We had 27 hours of testimony and
150 people testified on a broad range of issues; whether it was
special interest issues such as the Norwood Tract or Pyramid
Mountain,
on down to the special issues, again, of the
handicapped and aged, from our cities, our local, State,
municipal, county officials.
All of that testimony is there
for you to read and to assess.
The Council

would be very glad to meet with you and

discuss some of the ideas that in our

six months

we did not

have time to pursue.
There were many ideas in this report that
should be pursued and looked at as alternative sources of
revenue,
space.

ideas of how we can better manage our parks and open
I

would like to, just for the record, give you our
executive summary. The key findings of the Counctl:
New Jersey lands which should be preserved as open
space are quickly being lost to development uses.
I don't have
to tell you that. We know that.
New Jersey's
supply of
recreation
facilities
is
inadequate
to
meeting
existing
and
projected
recreation
demands. There is a deficit of 373,000 acres of open space for
public use and enjoyment.
New Jersey's Green Acres Program has
been very successful in

increasing the

space and recreation facilities.
for proper operation
recreation facilities.

and

public

open

There are insufficient funds

maintenance
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supply of
of

existing

public

New Jersey's existing land use regulatory system is
fragmented, insensitive to regional impact of development, and
unprotective of open space.
The recreation needs of New Jersey's urban,

aging,

and

handicapped populations are not being adequately met.
There is a need for greater public understanding of a
,conservation ethic.
There is a need for a permanent council to examine New
Jersey's open space
for addressing them.
And

to

and

recreation needs,

summarize

our

key

and the

techniques

recommendations

for

New

Jersey:
- Acquire 373, 000 acres of public open space,
suitable lands are available and economically obtainable.
-

Establish stable sources of funding for public open

space
and
outdoor
capital needs.
-

while

recreation

operation,

Consider operation adoption of

an

maintenance,

and

approximate

$800

million State bonding program to effectuate the acquisition of
public open space and development of recreation facilities.
Revise and improve implementation of New Jersey's
land use
regional

control system,
with specific attention to the
impact
of
development
and
the
protection
of
environmentally sensitive areas.
Advance a program to make New Jersey's public
recreation areas and facilities accessible to, and usable by
its urban, aging, and handicapped populations.
- Develop a conservation ethic through a comprehensive
environmental education program.
- Finally, establish a permanent council on open space
and outdoor recreation.
\ start has been made in many of these · areas.
was

a

bond

issue

passed

Acres for one more year.

in

1987,

which will

There

continue Green

I could say it's a drop in the bucket

but it's a step in the right direction.
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The State Planning Conunission is working and utilizing
many of our findings,
with them.
I

and we stand ready to continue to work

would urge you to

also

look

and

to

support

some

Federal legislation that is on the docket, which is the
American Heritage Trust Act, introduced in both the House and
the Senate.
This would create a permanent trust account for
land
and
water
conservation
funds,
and
the
historic
preservation

fund,

other purposes.
Finally,
I
hearings, and again,

with

principals

that

cannot

be

used

for

would conunend you
for holding these
reiterate that if the Governor's Counci 1

on New Jersey Outdoors is made a permanent council,

I feel we

can assist you in your role, assist you in your endeavors, in
that we do have a great deal of information that should be
pursued, that is viable
stronger. Thank you.

for

New

Jersey,

and

can

make

us

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much, Katie.
I
certainly read your report, but I think it would be helpful for
us to hear in some more detail-MS. PORTER:
I will make sure-- The Legislature did
receive them I know, but things do get buried.
Our main
concern is, we did not say yes to being on this Counci 1 in
order to come up with a report that would sit on a shelf.
Every day the articles in the newspapers are there speaking to
the need.
Al 1 of the people that you' re going to hear this
morning are going to be expressing the same needs.
I just
brought an article that was
in the
local
Daily Record
yesterday, which says, "Space Shortages Moves to the Great
outdoors."
This talks about the loss of private campgrounds
which are succumbing to development, and the fact that they are
turning 40,000 to 5~,000 campers away from State parks.
There's a need right there.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Thank you.
Thank you very much.

Morris County Park Conunission, Quentin--
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From the

Is it Schleider?

Q U E N T I N
c.
S C H L E I D E R,
JR.: Schleider.
(correcting pronunciation)
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Yes?
MR.
SCHLEIDER:
Chairman
Ogden,
Vice
Chairman
Kyrillos, ladies and gentlemen, as the Director of the Morris
County Park Commission,
I would like to formally express
appreciation to you for the initiatives which have been made to
preserve the open space legacy for the future generations here
in New Jersey.
Many of these programs have been innovative and
will contribute greatly to assuring high quality of life in the
Garden State.
We certainly endorse your
efforts,
and
all
the
suggestions that have been made to enhance the existing
resources to acquire and preserve that open space.
There are
some things that can be done more immediately than others, and
I would like to address a few of those this morning.
While much has been done, it is apparent to most
residents of the State that time is running out to designate
and acquire open space.
Ironically, these critical processes
have been exacerbated, at least from my perspective and the
Director of the Morris County Park Commission -- which is the
State's largest -- through the current Green Trust program,
which has consumed a greater proportion of the Corruniss ion's
available and finite capital debt, and which keeps it tied up
for a longer period of time.
The result is fewer resources to
acquire not only new parkland, but fewer resources to acquire
critical areas to protect existing parkland.
The previous system of challenge grants permitted
local funds to go further, and even encouraged the private
sector to contribute additional open space as the local
commitment to the project.
The current trust program does not
provide the s·~e incentive.
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In a recent television program during which State
Senator Leanna Brown interviewed both Helen Fenske and myself,
Assistant Cocrunissioner Fenske stated that open space available
for acquisition by the public sector would disappear in New
Jersey

by

the

importance of
acquisition

year

2000.

If

the Green Trust

land

function

this
as

it

diminish?

is

the

relates
I

aiding the process,
the Morris County

to

believe

experiment which looked promising -- that is,
program -- has not been al 1 that

case,

we had

does

the

the

critical

that

a

bold

the Green Trust

hoped.

Instead

of

it indeed is frustrating it, at least for
Park Cocrunission.
I strongly urge your

Cocrunittee to carefully evaluate that program,
observations are correct, that the State of New

and if my
Jersey take

decisive action to return the program to the former program of
challenge grants.
While I am somewhat critical of the Green Trust
program, I believe that the Green Acres Program has been
extremely effective here in New Jersey.
One aspect of their
function

and

government
interest

unfortunately

echelons

or

all

in public . lands,

it's

not

agencies

such as

observed
involves

easements

or

by

all

permanent

divers ion

of

public lands.
Recently, the Morris County Park Commission was
involved with the Algonquin Trans Continental Pipe Line, which,
had it not been for the intervention of the Green Acres Program
and the people in the Department of Environmental Protection,
the
damages
awarded to the Commission would have been
substantially less. The program not only assures the integrity
of existing open space, it yields significant resources for
additional acquisition programs.
I am certain that the program
wi 11 come under attack from those parties who view parks as
utility corridors or places _to develop public buildings.
I
strongly

urge

that

the

vital

function

Program in this area not be compromised.
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of

the

Green

Acres

In relation to this function, I believe that a careful
inventory should be made of current open space holdings by all
governmental
value

but

echelons.
offers

recreation value,
divestments
less

little
diverted

process

is

in

may

the

be

way

of

great

of

into

new

the

An example of

possible

return

economic

conservation

acquisition

better quality open space

conservation resources.
in

which

might be divested with the funds

being

expensive,

Land

for

or

from those
programs

recreation

of
and

such a trade currently
of
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acres

of

prime

conunercial land to the Mennen Company in the Town of Morristown
and the Township of Morris, with the proceeds being dedicated
to

the

preservation

of

Pyramid

Mountain,

one

of

the

last

wilderness areas in one of the most rapidly developing areas of
the State.
The role of the Green Acres Program and
Department of Environmental Protection in this process
assured
served.

that

the

Everyone

greatest
will

public

benefit

in

interest
the

is

and

process.

will

the
has
be

Valuable

ratables will be returned to the tax rolls,· while quality open
space will

be acquired and preserved for

future

generations.

Certainly such a program needs to be carefully monitored, but
its advantages are too great to have it simply dismissed, since
it puts no additional economic burden on the public, and indeed
it yields economic benefit.
Firially, a program which would permit the transfer of
development rights, in my view would greatly benefit the effort
to preserve quality open space for the future here in New
Jersey.
The program is controversial, and unless carefully
structured, could result in unfortunate abuses.
But again, the
potential benefits are too great to simply dismiss the concept.
In closing,

I wish again to thank you for your efforts

in preserving open space, and for holding these hearings.
ASSEMBLT'OMAN OGDEN:

Thank you.

ask a question in connection with your
grants

I just would like to
advocacy of

challenge

instead of the current way the Green Trust is working.
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What would you ideally like to see, maybe a combination of the
two?
MR. SCHLEIDER:
Actually, I think the former program,
as least from our perspective, was much more productive.
An
example of that is at Mahlon Dickerson Reservation, which
happens to be the Commission's largest holding.
A man by the
name of Richard Saffin bequeathed a fairly large holding to the
Commission, and as a result of that bequest it became the match
for a Green Acres $2 million grant.
Those $2 million are
currently being used
space acres.

The

to

impact

acquire
of

hundreds

of

the Commission's

additional
capital

open

budget,

which is finite -- we're within $200,000 of our qap -- is that
it didn't tie up any of that money.
Under the current Green
Trust program,

if we receive a $600, 000 grant in the Trust --

as we have in two of our acquisition programs -- all $600,000
is pledged against that capital indebtedness.
floats

And what even exacerbates it further, if the county
its own bonds it repays them within seven to eight

years.
The Green Trust program has a 20-year payback. So as a
result, we have a fewer dollars to devot~ to other acquisition
or even park development projects.
It has become a very
serious problem to the Morris County Park Commission.
We're a
lot uncomfortable about going back and asking for more money,
but we're almost being forced to try to do that, or go to some
other mechanism to increase that capital fund.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you.
William Foelsch, who
is Executive Director of the New Jersey Recrea · ion and Park
Association?
W I L L I A M
F 0 E L S C H: Good morning. My name is Bill
Foelsch, and I am Executive Director of the New Jersey
Recreation and Park Association.
I'd also like to acknowledge
Paul Laub, our incoming President, who is here in the audience
today.
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Our Association
is
an educational,
research
and
advocacy organization.
It's our mission to promote the growth
and

public

appreciation

of

New

Jersey's

open

spaces

and

to

facilitate the abilities of the public to interact with those
spaces.
Our
disciplines

membership

is

and settings,

comprised

of

a

variety

including the governmental

settings

anywhere from the State down to the local municipal
and also private nonprofits,

nursing homes,

of

levels

and hospitals.

We have a broad constituency.
We additionally have well over
200 citizen members who serve on county and municipal park and
T~is

recreation boards and commissions.
reflects the field's broad range of

diverse membership
service delivery opt ions

for outdoor and indoor recreational pursuits.
Others have testified in these hearings
a variety of innovative methods for
such
as
conservation
easements,

highlighting

open space preservation,
land
banks,
transfer

development rights, farmland preservation, clustered and tiered
zoning initiatives, and the like; all this in the aspect of
looking at an open space crisis here in the State, and new
methods to preserve those lands.
enabling

legislation which will

We support the enactment of
broaden

the

opportunities

of

government to implement these options, thereby resulting in the
protection

of

tens

of

thousands

of

additional

acres

of

open

space.
It is important to note here, however, that an equally
critical need exists for new staff within our Green Acres
Program who can work with all these planning tools at the local
level to focus our open space preservation efforts into
cohesive programs.
speakers
Places

at

This was a major topic of concern for

Monmouth

workshop,

County's

wher1

we

need

recent
some

Green

Spaces,

assistance

two

Livable

from

State

agencies -- and we believe, most appropriately, the Green Acres
Program -- to

come

into

our

local
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cornrnuni ties

and

work

and

leverage these amongst the regional area; not just town by town
or parcel by parcel.
While we do not underestimate the importance of the
above stated planning and zoning techniques in preserving open
space,

we

know

that

the

most

effective

weapon

currently

available to conservation interests in New Jersey is a properly
funded Green Acres

Program.

This

program has

identified the

acquisition and development needs of New Jersey's open spaces,
and has
support.

enjoyed enthusiastic
and
grass
roots
political
We recommend that new funding for the State and local

portions of the Green Acres Program retain the highest priority
for action of our Legislature.
As a first step in this process, this Committee we're
appearing
A-93,

before

creating

today
the

has

favorably

Natural

reviewed

Resources

Assembly

Bill

Preservation

and

Restoration Fund through an increase in the Real Property
Transfer Fee.
Yesterday, A-93 unanimously passed the Assembly
Appropriations Committee,
Committee call for
soon as possible.

a

and we urge that each member of this

favorable vote of

the

full

Assembly as

Step two in the fulfillment of the Green Acres legacy
is an immediate cal 1 for support of a minimum $800 mi 11 ion
Green Acres bond referendum in 1989.
This is consistent with
the recent recommendations of the Governor's Counci 1 on New
Jersey Outdoors in targeting the protection of 373,000 acres of
new public lands.
Even at this level, thousands of acres of
er i tical open spaces wi 11 be lost within the next ten years.
Our projections indicate wel 1 over $200 mi 11 ion · annually is
needed to retain a minimum quality of environment, and to keep
pace with the recreational development and redevelopment needs
of our cities and towns.
An $800 million bond referendum,
coupled

with

a

stable

source

of

funding

as

proposed

Natural Resources Preservation and Restoration Fund,
pace with
century.

our

current

and

projected
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needs

through

in the1

will keep
the

21st

In my introduction of our Association,
have a diverse constituency of membership.
to

establish

providers.

the
Over

primary
70%

of

role
our

of

our

members

in

governmental

agencies.

I repeat this fact

membership
in

involved in the provision of facilities
them

I noted that we

the

as

service

Association

and services,

Governmental

are

most of

agencies

have

played a dominant role in the delivery of recreation services.
Although currently experiencing limits to per capita growth due
to governmental budget caps, we continue to expand services at
this

level.

We maintain our role as the largest single force

in recreation service delivery within in the State.
Service expansion has continued most effectively where
public agencies have been allowed

a

level

of

flexibility

and

innovation.
This State has experienced a change of service
philosophy and operation in the past decade, evolving from a
concept

of

governmental

orientation to
fees and
municipal

specific market

as

a

free

service

service pricing.

to

an

Recreational

charges have become an established fact for many
and
county
recreation
agencies
currently.

Unfortunately,
this

recreation

level,

the great majority of our service providers at

especially the municipal

level,

are

limited

from

the direct use of fees for program development and maintenance
costs.
I'd like to note at this time that A-93, as passed and
amended yesterday, includes a provision of park improvement
trusts and park preservation trusts.
This
is the first
enabling legislation to allow more flexibility on the part of
municipalities and counties to protect open space through their
own efforts.
Beyond this,
we offer
local

in the

government

permitting

all

operating trust

area

the single most
of

settin~~

public
funds

to

improvement
is

the

recreation

important reconunendation
of

service

enactment
agencies

of
to

delivery

in

legislation
e~tablish

enable user fees to be corruni tted to
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program service.
This must be coupled, however, with a concern
that user fee development for
program expansion not
be
accomplished at the expense of those disabled, underprivileged
or aged citizens currently not being served or underserved.
Outdoor recreation service delivery systems must also
seek to
provide
full
physical
access
for
our
disabled
Equal access to outdoor recreation facilities and
citizens.
services must be incorporated into all future open space, shore
protection,
Our

and outdoor facility development funding programs.

Association

has

worked

extensively

in

support

of

this

concept, and we respectfully refer the Committee to the report
of the Governor's Conference on Recreation Resources,
as
provided to
precursor to

This was a
Governor Kean on June 19, 1985.
the Governor· s Counc i 1 on New Jersey Outdoors.

This report offers specific recommendations targeting the
special needs of disabled citizens,
including prioritized
funding for
rehabilitation,
retrofitting and promotion of
existing facilities to improve physical accessibility.
We also
concur with the need to improve the planning and implementation
of
transportation services to
recreational
resources
for
disabled, disadvantaged, and aged residents.
Our
1 ist
of
priority
concerns

for

open

space

preservation and recreational development could proceed for
many additional pages.
Rather than restate the concerns, we
recommend that this Cammi ttee review -- as proposed by Mrs.
Porter before -- "Challenges for the Future," the report of the
Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors, published in March,
1987.
This is the best possible summary of New Jersey's
outdoor recreation and open space needs.
The report generated
very specific and workable proposals for action on what we feel
are topics of priority importance: the improved funding of
maintenance functions
improvement
staff

to

urban

credentials;

in our

parkland~·

recreational

incorporation of
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the critical

facilities,
the

concepts

need

programs
of

for
and

wellness

and physical vitality into our outdoor programing; and last,
but not least, the expansion of environmental education efforts
to all user groups.
This is particularly important knowing
that
we're
in
Somerset
County's
featured
environmental
educational facility today.
These topics deserve the full
review of the Legislature and we hope that this report will
provide the foundation of your analysis.
I'd like to conclude this testimony with reference to
two additional recommendations made by these earlier studies.
The first, from the proceedings of the 1985 Governor's
Conference on Recreational Resources, focuses on the needs of
resource managers and recreation service providers for access
to better information and research.
We have yet to develop a
method of action or an agency responsible for documenting the
economic, sociological, and psychological impact of what we
preserve and what services we provide.
While the Green Acres
Program staff does a very credible job of information retrieval
and analysis for the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation
Plan, this does not fulfill the greater need for data in
support of our mission; statements, objectives, and budgets.
This report suggests a close cooperation of State government
and our institutions of high education meeting this objective.
We recommend the creation of a proper:y funded research
institute in cooperation with the State university system to
accomplish this purpose.
While conceivably relegated to a low
priority concern of this Committee, our Association suggests
that this deserves a very high priority in view of its
long-term potential for improving the decision making process.
Finally, the Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors
in their

report

recommended the

establishment

of

a

permanent

New Jersey Outdoors Council
to
analyze
and
refine
the
conditions of New Jersey's 1utdoor recreational resources.
This

Council

shou1d

underlying theme

of

be

charged

with

these hearings,
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what

and

also

seems
their

to

be

an

hearings;

that the improvement and promotion of a conservation ethic, and
appreciation
for
New
Jersey's
open
space
resources
is
absolutely necessary for the survival in this country's most
densely populated state. We need and deserve equal status with
this great State's business and industry initiatives and their
similar councils.
An active and permanent council will be
critical to building an intelligent and supportive constituency.
I thank you for the time you offered me to present my
testimony.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Thank you very much, Bill.

MR. FOELSCH: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I see there's

one other

public

organization I neglected to call before, the Essex County Park
System's Sara Hanson?

S AR A

HAN S 0 N: Good morning.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Good morning.
I 'd 1 ike to say
at the outset that if it's possible for you to just summarize-MS. HANSON: That's what I intended to do.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
--since we have the written
report, it would be helpful.
MS. HANSON:
Just for the record, my name is Sara
Hanson.
I'm with the Essex County Department of Parks,
Recreation and Cultural Affairs.
I'm testifying on behalf of
our Director, Carmine Capone, who unfortunately could not be
here today.
I won't go through all the testimony that we have
written down because you have it for your final record, but I
wi 11 highlight some of the po in ts that are highlighted and
talked about in the testimony.
Basically, we're very pleased that these hearings are
being held, and we hope that the outcome of this is that there
will be solutions that are presented to thf' Committee that can
be acted on in a decisive manner, and that wi 11 ensure an
equitable
balance
between
open
space
preservation
and
development within the State.
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We are very concerned about the Green Acres Program
We think it's a very important program and has done a

also.
lot

to

preserve

open space,

as well

facilities within the State.

It's

as

develop

recreational

important that another bond

issue be considered and supported by the State Legislature.
Without another bond issue, funding will not continue for this
program.
critical
future.

In
to

addition,

a

ensure that

permanent

this

source

program is

of

funding

carried on

into

is
the

In the written testimony we've outline a few ideas on
how to preserve open space, as well as meeting the needs of
landowners within the State.
I won't go into those right now.
Just very quickly, we talk about allowing local zoning
to build more units

on

less

"excess" property is then
department for parkland.

property,

donated to
If that's

so

to

the
not

speak,

and that

local recreational
appropriate, then

monies would be deposited in a special fund for acquisition or
recreation development.
Also, transfer of development rights is another idea.
Clustering is another idea.
I'm sure you've heard all of these
before.
One concern I do want to high! ight -- it was briefly
mentioned here
is our concern over private nonprofit
organizations such as Boy Scouts and YMCAs that are land rich,
cash
poor.
They
need
to
be
encouraged to
work with
conservation groups that could purchase their property, perhaps
develop part of it, and leave the remainder as open space.
Another area which I haven't heard mentioned today
I don't know if it was mentioned in previous hearings -- is the
problem with maintenance.

Yes, we need to acquire open space,

and we need to develop recreation facilities.
think

in

the

long

maintenance dollars,

term

of

wha+

is

it

going

especially with garbage

costs are outlandish at this point.
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We also have to
to

<.i. ... sposal.

cost

in

Refuse

Another area concerning Green Acres that I would like
to highlight
which was
just highlighted in previous
testimony -- is that the Green Acres Program needs to go beyond
the point that it's at now.
They need additional staff so that
they can take the statewide outdoor recreation plan,

work with

local conununi ties, help them develop master plans which can
then be implemented.
Right now I think we work too much on a
piecemeal basis.

We need to get a more cohesive effort.

Additionally,
and Redevelopment

the

response

Plan indicates

to

that

the
there

State
is

for the need for planning on a statewide basis.
a

1 i ttle bit

away from the home

preserving our natural resources.
conducted by the Center

for

rule,

an

Development
acceptance

We're getting

and the importance of

In addition, the '88 survey,

Public

Interest

Polling,

clearly

states that New Jerseyans are concerned about preserving
natural resources, more concerned than economic growth.
It's
not to say that we shouldn't have economic growth,
we need to maintain a balance between the two.
Then in closing I'd just like to say that

but again,
it's

time

for all of us to stop reacting to crisis situations, and become
more proactive in our approach to future
our residents.
continues.
Outdoors

trends

and needs

Today is a very good start of this.

of

I hope it

Through making the Governor's Council on New Jersey
a

permanent

body,

I

think

that wi 11

add even more

impetus to the movement.

Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
You're suggesting that Green
Acres should have one or more individuals who would really be
proactive, as opposed to just responding to requests from
municipalities and counties.
They would look at the overall
greenways map, for instance, and go to these municipalities and
counties and say, "We think you should be applying for this
property."
MS.
map that's

HANSON:

Exactly,

and going beyond the greenways

just been developed
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and the blueways map --

it's

been called different things
but helping
potential
acquisitions
within
their
Municipalities don· t have the resources to do

them identify
corrununities.
that on their

own, and a lot of times just don't do it.
And we lose valuable
property that way.
For a county park system, a park that· s
three acres is too small.
That's not necessarily too small for
a municipal park system though.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Do you have the

same criticism

that the Morris County Park System has about the Green Trust,
that you'd like to go back to the challenge grant?
MS.
HANSON:
I
think
everybody would
1 ike the
challenge grants, but we have not had as many problems as the
Morris County Park Commission has with the trust program.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much.
Tom Wells
from the New Jersey Conservation Foundation?
T H O M A S
W E L L S: Good morning, Assemblywoman Ogden,
and Assemblyman Kyrillos. My name is Tom Wells.
I'm Assistant
Director for the New Jersey Conservation Foundation.
I'm
pleased to have the opportunity to participate in these
discussions concerning New Jersey's open space and recreational
needs.
The central mission of the New Jersey Conservation
Foundation over the last quarter century has been to promote
preservation of open space throughout the State.
Although New
Jersey has taken great strides to set aside lands during this
period, the current pace of development threatens to engulf
what remains, if we do not act swiftly.
New Jersey has substantially changed in character in
the last decade.
based

on

Sprawl has seen to

information

and

service

that.
and

Our
aided

new economy,
by

the

most

intensively developed highway system in the country, has made a
city of our State.
and

recreational

The demand for protection of critical areas

open

space

is
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unprecedented.

Not

only

are

present funding levels inadequate, but new mechanisms must be
put in place and fostered to meet present and future needs.
Legislation sponsored by Assemblyman Villane, A-93
which as been mentioned previously today -- we firmly support
and hope that it receives swift passage
Also, the recommendations of the Governor's Council on
New Jersey Outdoors

we

believe

are

quite

comprehensive,

and

that there is an urgent need for their implementation as well.
New concepts also need to be explored:
- Municipal and county land banks, funded by dedicated
portions of the Realty Transfer Fee, merit consideration.
I
know that Assemblywoman Ogden h_as had a bill to that effect
introduced in the previous session.
I believe it· s in this
session as well.
Such programs are in place in other states,
such as in Massachusetts.
Another potential source of funding
would be an excess capital gains tax on realty transfers,
similar to that which is used in Vermont.
The right of first
refusal concept should be
extended to all lands receiving preferential assessment under
the Farmland Assessment Act.
This right should be transferable
to private land trust groups, as it is in Massachusetts.
A-1361, sponsored by Assemblywoman Ogden, should be supported.
The
transfer
legislation sponsored by
support.

of
development
rights,
Assemblyman Shinn,
also

now
in
deserves

Additional funding to the State Natural Lands Trust is
needed to ensure that this agency has the staff and resources
to:
1) Accept and maintain wetl~nds and buffer areas that
will be made available to it as a result of the recently
enacted freshwater wetlands legislation;
2)
and

Provide

cooperation

the

between

opportunity
the

Natural

Wetlands Mitigation Council;
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for

re9ular

Lands

interaction

Trust

and

the

3)
Provide incentives for the establishment of local
land trusts, such as technical assistance and start-up grants.
The Open Lands Management Program, which offers grants
to private landowners who permit public access, is by far the
least costly method of providing public passive recreation.
Bills to provide funding for this program,
sponsored by
Assemblyman Frelinghuysen and Senator Pal lone, deserve swift
passage.
In recent years, the land use regulatory system at the
State and local
levels has placed increasing amounts of
environmentally sensitive land off limits to development.
However, the potential open space and recreation opportunities
these lands could provide is often lost, in part, because there
is no comprehensive planning framework to guide their use for
open space purposes.
The State, through the DEP, could promote
establishment of greenways at the local and county levels
through the provision of technical assistance and planning and
implementation grants to local governments.
These grants could
be modeled after those administered by the Division of Coastal
Resources under ~he State's Coastal Zone ManagEment Program.
Also,
a mechanism needs to be found to stop the
conversion of development of watershed lands owned by public
and
private
water
companies
to development.
Perhaps
a
commission
should
be
established,
as
it
has
been
in
Connecticut, to investigate this problem and to recommend
solutions.
One possible means to slow the loss of watershed
lands would be to bar the use of water supply bond funds by
water companies which continue to divert their watershed lands
to development.
Another

area

in

which

New

Jersey

is

rapidly

losing

open space -- which was mentioned by the previous speaker -- is
in

the

sale

and

subsequent

development

owned by charitable organizations sucn as
the Catholic Church to name a few.
There
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f

tax-exempt

lands

the Boy Scouts and
are certainly many

more.
A system should be instituted to give government, and
perhaps private land trust organizations, the right of first
refusal on these lands.
Perhaps a multi year rollback tax
could
be
instituted
on
conversions
of
such
lands
to
development, the proceeds of which could be used to fund open
space acquisition.
Another area that is of great concern right now is the
current Federal administration's lack of concern for open space
preservation, which we feel must be reversed.
It is our hope
that whoever wins in November at the Federal level, will begin
to work in partnership with the states on open space
recreational projects that demonstrate a concern for
quality of life and that of future generations.
Finally,
we'd
like
to
take the

opportunity

and
our
to

acknowledge the tremendous efforts that Assemblywoman Ogden has
made in support of open space preservation, particularly in the
recently enacted Freshwater Wetlands Act, last year's bond
issue for open space and cultural activities, and her efforts
in support of farmland preservatio~, to name a few.
We appreciate the opportunity to take part in these
very timely and important discussions. Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you, Tom.
One of your
ideas here, the excess capital gains tax on realty transfer,
you' re talking about the difference between· what a- developer
buys land for and then what he sells it for development?
MR. WELLS:
Right.
It actually would be a tax on land
speculation.
The developers don't really make the money so
much as the speculators who hold it and turn it over.
Often
they may turn it over under an option in that case, you kpow, a
development proposal so they would be a developer.
But in
Vermont this excess capital gains tax has been used on
farmland.

It's a declining scale, where if the land

over in a short amount of time,
it's held

and turned over,

turned

there is heightened tax.

over a
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i~

longer period of time,

If
the

tax on
period.

the gain declines to be zero at some stated time
I'm not sure what the parameters are, but I think it

warrants consideration.

I think it• s only used in relation to

farmland in Vermont, but I'm not sure.
At

any

rate,

I

think

it· s

a

concept

that

certainly

merits some consideration here, where I think all of us are
well aware of the kinds of gains that are being experienced in
land transfers in the course of a few months, maybe six months
or

a

year.

They're

just

unprecedented,

especially

out

in

Hunterdon County now that Route 78 has been completed thr:mgh
the Watchung Reservation.
Hunterdon County have just

Some
been

of the turnovers in rural
unbelievable now that it· s

connected up to the New York metropolitan area.
I'm sure there
are other examples down in Monmouth as well, and all over the
State.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Thank you very much,

Tom.

Now

we· 11 go back to the order of how people have requested to
speak.
Richard Kane from the Audubon Society?
Rather, order
that they signed up in.
R I C H A R D
K A N E:
Good morning, Assemblywoman Ogden,
Assemblyman Kyrillos, ladies and gentlemen.
I am Richard Kane,
Director of Conservation, New Jersey Audubon Society, speaking
today for the Society.
New Jersey Audubon is a nonprofit organization of
10,000 members with a mission in conservation, environmental
education, and wildlife research.
We have been interested from
our beginnings in the last century -- I do not date from the
last century but our organization does -- in the conservation
of open lands, and we maintain 15 sanctuaries

a~ound

the State

as wildlife habitat and open space.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

OGDEN:

Rich,

if

you'd

be

s>'runarize whatever parts you can in the intere t

willing

to

of those who

are waiting, I'd appreciate it.
MR. KANE:
This· is not a
six and a half minutes.
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long statement.

It's about

We think the time is right for a State push to acquire
several hundred thousand acres of open space.
The recent
wetlands legislation made it harder to develop in 300,000 acres
of previously unprotected wetlands.
The Governor's Council
targets 373,000 acres for protection.
There have been bills
proposed which would establish a permanent funding source of
some $50 million or more annually for natural resources.
Watershed tax relief would complement these efforts nicely.
The sentiment of the citizens is clearly for open space.
No
Citizens contribute
Green Acres Bond Issue has ever failed.
hundreds of thousands of dollars to the tax checkoff. Some 189
organizations supported the Wetlands Bill.
So, clearly the
facts conspire to urge us now to acquire quality open space.
The circumstances are right; the tools are there.
Audubon is most concerned, however, with what lands
are chosen for open space conservation.
That question is prior
to the question of how to preserve land.
We would like first
to direct attention toward which lands are to be preserved and
talk about the how.
The State's Outdoor Recreation Plan of 1984 ranked
recreational activities by popularity according to the number
of man-days.
Walking ranked number three.
Nature walking
ranked number nine.
Birding ranked number twelve.
These
ranked ahead of most active
recreation
in most
sports.
Organizations concerned with wild lands are all increasing
their memberships rapidly in this State.
Our own membership
has tripled in less than five years.
These facts suggest that
much of the land to be targeted for acquisition should be
quality open space, good wildlife habitat, and viable for our
increasing passive recreational needs.
Also, there needs to be a concerted effort to acquire
the best

lands

for

wildlife conservation

and

for

recreati n,

not merely what is cheap and available, to reach a quota.
Too
often open space preservation has been controlled by those
factors

and not necessarily by needs and priorities.
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For example, one priority often neglected has been
conservation of lands for ·migratory birds.
There are many
others,
I
select that one because it is an interesting
example.
As a principal flyway state on the Atlantic Coast,
New Jersey sports a very high bird list.
We have submitted -I· m not reading
additional testimony about certain areas
which are critical migratory bird corridors in this State that
should get a look at for preservation.
The resources that we have are closely tied to new
emerging patterns for passive recreational demands.
There are
good lands here in the State to preserve for those purposes.
Recent circumstances and the quality of the land urge
a priority push to acquire open space in the northern central
highlands region of New Jersey.
The accompanying map
which
you have
proposes a highlands forest preserve in North
Jersey, and it indicates which lands are already State owned in
a color code.
By picking up lands in the Newark Watershed,
Ster 1 ing Forest, and other smaller areas, a large contiguous
forest preserve of optimal wildlife habitat and excellent
recreational quality could be created.
The Regional Plan
Association recently called for a necklace of open space in the
northern area because of heavy tristate development.
The State
Planning Commission urged the protection of water supplies,
wildlife habitat, steep slopes, wetlands and sensitive natural
areas, especially, "large parts of northern Passaic County and
the mountain areas in Oakland and Mahwah are listed as areas
where growth should be limited."
Recently a citizens· group
urged the preservation of Pyramid Mountain.
You already heard
about that so I• 11 pass on over that.
But the point is that
these

latter

areas

that

I

mentioned are on the periphery of

this propo'sed highlands reserve.

These circumstances make the

idea of a highlands preserve even more appealing.
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The centerpiece of
the
proposal
is
the
Newark
Watershed.
It's owned by the City of Newark and is Newark's
water supply.
The area is perhaps the best tract available in
the northern part of the State -- if not in the whole State -with high quality wildlife habitat, lakes and existing trails
for recreation, and important wetlands and rich forests that
protect the water supply.
We feel it should be number one in
the State's effort to acquire needed open space because it is
high quality, and because it is near growth and population
centers in Morris, Passaic, Essex and Bergen Counties.
The
Newark Watershed is 35,000 acres.
About 20,000 acres have been
declared suitable for development in a recent study by the
Watershed Corporation.
Experience shows that if 20, 000 acres
are suitable, 20,000 acres get developed.
The remaining 15,000
acres presumably are steep sides and wetlands,
development.
The

la.nd

is

in Sussex,

Morris

unsuitable

for

and Passaic Counties.

If . preserved in its entirety it would link the currently
preserved forest regions in the north central highlands, and it
would preserve the best land.
The 15,000 acres that are
unsuitable for development might not have to be acquired by the
State if they are regulated by the Wetlands Bill and by steep
side ordinance protection.
In effect, by acquiring 20,000
acres,
a
contiguous
preserve of 100, 000 acres would be
created.
However it is done, the entire 35,000 acres ought to
be
protected,
either
by purchase,
or
by purchase plus
·regulation, or by some kind of partnership between the State
and Newark.
Other select lands in addition to the Newark Watershed
where open space efforts should be focused we believe -- this
is not necessarily a completely exhaustive list -- but at least
in the Hunterdon Plateau,
River
Raritan

Corridor,
Estuary,

Passaic
the

the Sourland Mountains, the Delaware
River

Ramapo

wetlands,

Mountain

area,

Rockaway

Valley,

the Delaware Bay

Shore, Cumberland County tracts, and the Cape May Peninsula.
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Where Federal or county efforts make State acquisition
unnecessary, then State efforts can be turned to other tracts.
An example is in the Cape May Peninsula right now.
There is a
strong initiative on the part of the Federal government to
establish the Cape National Wildlife Refuge.
That would be an
excellent outcome.
In order to preserve open space for conservation and
recreation, we would encourage the following measures:
1) A bond issue of at least $200 million -- hopefully
more
for acquisition of some of the lands we have
described. Green Acres Bond Issues have never been defeated in
New Jersey.
2) A permanent and stable source of funding -- which
has
been
mentioned
by
others
for
preservation
and
restoration of natural resources to the tune of 50 or 60
million a year,
so that the acquisition and restoration
programs can be planned and not be forced to be haphazard.
3)
Thirdly, we think that perhaps monies from the
State surplus could be used for acquisition of open space.
It
would be an investment in the future we think. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much,
Rich.
Several other speakers have also touched on the key point in
your testimony, which is the Newark Watershed and the whole
area up there that abuts New York State.
And one of the
suggestions being made was that we have a bistate commission,
because Sterling Forest -- which is over the border
is
pretty critical that it remain open as far was water supply and
flooding are concerned, especially in our Passaic Watershed.
MR. KANE:
Yeah.
If the Sterling Forest portion that
extends
forest
piece.

into

New

Jersey were

acquired,

would be complete.
Thank you very much.

prese~ve

ASSEMBLYMAN KYRILLOS:
very well done.

That

Thank you
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then the necklace of
would
for

the

be

the

map.

last
It's

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Yes, appreciate the map too.
MR. KANE:
Yes.
That was prepared by Tom Bosakowski
of Watershed Watch.
They are also very interested in the same
thing we are.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
The next speaker, Ella Filippone
from

the

Passaic

River

Coalition,

might

have

some

further

corrunents on this subject.
E L L A

Mr.

F.

Good morning, Mrs. Ogden,
I· m El la Fi 1 ippone, the
and gentlemen.

F I L I P P 0

Kyrillos,

ladies

N E:

Executive Director of the Passaic River Coalition, which is a
watershed association headquartered here in Basking Ridge.
I'm
going to skip the wherefores and what fores on the first page,
(referring to her prepared testimony) which are mainly my
introductory corrunents.
However, I think it's important that we emphasize, as
have others,
that the State of New Jersey must
corrunit
considerable
monies
for
needed
acquisitions
because
of
anticipated

interpr~tations

of laws

already passed,

which

are

vital to maintain the environmental integrity of certain areas
of our State.
Acquisition of· riverfront parks
which has
been

mentioned

previously,

and

is

always

referred to

as

the

Liberty Park, the Hudson River Projects., and such -- by-pass
projects such as our Passaic River Restoration Program, which
is not being done under any kind of corrunission or authoritarian
form of government.
These kinds of projects where local
governments _join together to work on greenways,
should be
encouraged.
Setback requirements and redevelopment should be
required at all riverbanks with public access where possible.
Our
Passaic River
Restoration Project,
which
is
currently in a major phase of planning, got started with a
small grant to develop a master plan from the Office of Coastal
Resources.
particular

Mr.

Wells just c0rrunented on that briefly,

program.

The

County

of

Bergen

on that
provided

administrative funds to keep the project going, and during that
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time, through our efforts, an element of the Water Resources
Development Act of 1986 will bring $5 million for the final
implementation of
parkland

to

Rutherford,

project.

This

Harrison,

Kearny,

North

East

blue-collar,
these towns
Acres,

this

Rutherford,

and

translates

will

bring

new

Arlington,

Lyndhurst,

Garfield,

all

old,

A key element is that each of

urban conununities.
got their initial

which

effort

acquisition

money

Green

match for

this

Federal program.
It's rather unique that we have our
sharing for a Federal program already, and that it was

cost
made

possible by Green Acres.

into the non Federal

from

As

a

matter

of

fact,

the Corps

of

Engineers is kind of surprised that we have this money already.
Our problem with the Passaic River Restoration Program
right now is that no program currently exists within the New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection which would allow
this project to go up river into the freshwater areas.
Such
planning funds should be made available.
EI'C_lergency

funds

must

be established.

Al 1 too

of ten

environmentally sensitive lands are threatened by development,
and the money is not .readily available.
The Pyramid Mountain
project in Montville and Kinnelon is such an example.
Wetlands
throughout the Passaic River Basin fall into this category, and
should be acquired so that we are freed from development
attempts.
I doubt whether those of us who have spent so much
time and effort to work for the passage of the Wetlands Act,
can curtail the attempts toward development of these sensitive
lands
because
of
the
technicalities
of
definition
and
delineation.
Currently
we
are
being
overwhelmed
with
applications which go to the wetland line, and all too often
this

line

is

conservative.

A

substantial

amount

of

money

recognize that

la· ds

should be dedicated to acquiring these lands now.
For
which

the

provide

preserved.

Such

future,

we

recharge

to

1 ands,

should also
our

aquifer

which would be
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areas

should

be

added to the we 11 head

protect ion areas

to be known as groundwater protect ion zones,

should also have a high priority.
Each municipality should be required to inventory its
open space lands and its future needs.
Contained within these
plans should also be a section on the cultural heritage of a
conununity.
Historic buildings in these towns should be noted,
inventoried, photographed, and records kept.
From this work
should come an element of each town's master plan,

which would

concentrate on open space acquisition, and the establishment of
parks, either in the formal sense for recreation, or as
wildlife habitat.
In that same vein, all counties should be required to
establish a county open space master plan. Our urban counties,
which had established parks during the 19th century, should
reexamine these jewels of New Jersey, and restore and maintain
them.
Essex County's Olmstead parks should be much better
maintained.
And if the County does not have the resources to
do .so, the State should do al 1 it can to aid not only in a
restoration, but in an education program to allow the public to
know how important these parks are.
I doubt that a majority of
the residents of Essex County know that the person who designed
Branch Brook Park, Eagle Rock Reservation, the Weequahic Park,
and the South Mountain Reservation, is
designed Central Park in New York City.

the

same

person

who

The New Jersey Green Acres off ice should undertake a
special study to identify lands held by nonprofit agencies
which can no longer hold onto their lands.
Tom Wells also
referred to the problem with the Boy Scout lands and the
Catholic Church, and we concur that these kinds of activities
have to come under better control by the State and by other
organizations dedicated to land acquisition.
We have been appalled at the State's position on the
Kuser

Mansion

at

High

Point

State

first

land donated to the State of
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Park.

This

New Jersey

park was
by

the

the

Kuser

family.
For New Jersey, this park is comparable to what
Yellowstone is to the National Park System.
This mansion
should be restored, and if because of State regulations it
becomes too costly, why can't regulations be made to by-pass
these cumbersome rules and permit private intervention?
Finally, we come to the most important lands in New
Jersey, those lands which are considered the watersheds for
water supply of the State.
Some are currently owned by the
water purveyors, and certain of these lands in Bergen and
Morris County are being sold off because of a ruling by the
Public Utilities Commission.
The public is outraged, and were
funds
available,
we
would
hope
the
State
could
have
However,
crisis
is
currently
ongoing.
interceded.
this
Looking at the consultant's report, for example, on the sale of
the
lands
by the
Hackensack
Water
Company's
subsidiary
Rivervale Realty, much of the reasoning for this action stems
from a lack of interest in such lands through the laws of the
State of New Jersey. This must be changed.
These watershed lands are as important as parkland,
yet it is taxed according the whims of the municipality in
which it is located.
Some of these lands are in another
municipality and owned by another, which if new technology
makes water treatment easier, the specter of income may entice
a municipality to sell off these lands.
The horror of such
activities calls for action towards preservation and the need
to create innovative programs for both the water purveyor and
the local municipality. Most of all it calls for a totally new
attitude toward the way these watershed lands are perceived.
They are as important for the public good as parks, and should
at the least receive the same tax-exempt treatment.
We have been
with

through

our

f load

plain watch

working

a vast network of groups in northern New Jersey for the

preservation

of

the

Ramapo

Mountain

area,

Sterling

Forest

lands, and so forth, which Richard Kane just recently corrunented
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about.
These lands too should become a special project of the
State so that over time a base area of open space crowns the
Garden State from the Delaware Water Gap to the Hudson River.
We have attempted to limit our concern so that the
most important of our concerns would be presented in a short
period of time.
We certainly would be happy to work with the
Cammi ttee, and to do al 1 we can to
needs of our State are maintained.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

see that

Thank you,

the open space

Ella.

When you say

that the counties should be required to establish a county open
space master plan, I though that the counties already had to do
that.
MS. FILIPPONE:
Some of them do, some of them do not.
I know that Morris County and Essex County have an open space
master plan and they update it periodically. Bergen County has
a very very old one.
It doesn't do it on a periodic basis.
I
think the format of a open space master plan in some of our
other dounties in the State is very simplistic .and ·barely
exists at al 1.
So I think there has to be
and maximum that they should develop as far
master plan is concerned.
And it should

a

defined minimum
as an open space
also address the

environmental sensitivities of these counties.
Counties like
Morris County have a great deal of environmentally sensitive
land,
and they're having a great deal
of
pressure
for
development.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Another point that you brought
up
about
purchasing
wetlands
in
the
Passaic
Basin
particularly-Are you saying that where there's a dispute
between the State's delineation of the wetlands, and where for
instance your organization thinks the wetlands extend . beyond
that, that that's what should be acquired?
MS.

FILIPPOJ\ffi:

I

think

that

we

have

to

begin

to

develop a much more aggressive acquisition program in wetlands,
because

in so many of

the projects
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in which we' re

invo 1ved,

we're finding that the development goes right up to the wetland
line right now because the buffer element does not come into
play until next year.
more
that

At the same time,

we have been finding

and more that the technical delineation by the experts
are hired by developers comes in low.
And what we' re

trying to
Protection
capacity,

encourage within the Department of Environmental
is that these wetlands be defined at their peak
so that at least the wetlands line that is drawn for

development comes up to that area of the transition zone that
is at its maximum.
I

think

that

there

is

a

program

that

is

currently

being started with the DEP that is called the Priority Wetlands
Program which would acquire wetlands, but we're going to lose a
lot even in this year.
We had 17 applications in the last
month coming in on the Passaic River
Basin for
stream
encroachment, all of them dealing with wetlands in the central
basin.
We fear that the wetlands in Troy Meadows, Great Peace
Meadow, and some of the others, we're going to lose them before
next year.

It Is a

very

intensive effort

I

and the developers

said to us -- and we know it -- that we can't do anything about
them building right up to whatever wetlands line is agreed
upon.
So I don't know whether we can act as quickly as is
necessary, but I can tell you that we are under a great deal of
pressure with development in the Central Passaic Bas in, which
is our flood area.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
So you mean' El la r that they re
going to be lost because of being silted up-MS. FILIPPONE: A combination of that, but right now-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
--and the urban activities that
I

are coming right to the beginning of the wetland?

Is that what

you are saying?
MS.

FILIPPONE:

That's correct,

and the fact that the

State of New Jersey also does not have any authority to require
stormwater detention on a developer's property, so that many of
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the developers are now coming in with large developments -over 200 units
and all of the stormwater is just being
directed into the rivers or streams whereby they get their
stream encroachment permits.
So there is no detention or
retention upstream.
Where this
is regulated is on the
municipal
level,
and the
municipalities
do
not
require
stormwater detention in all cases.
As a matter of fact, some
of them discourage it.
And therefore where you may have set
aside a wetlands for mitigation purposes or some kind of
preservation purpose at this point or years ago -- such as Troy
Meadows -- they're beginning to suffer from siltation and also
from the discharge of these urbanizing areas right up to the
wetland line.
And our high quality wetland lines that we had,
for what they would be in the Passaic Basin, are going to be
stressed even more.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I thought that detention was
required under the Stormwater Management Act?
MS. FILIPPONE:
Not until there is a plan, and there
is no plan iri every one of our counties. Now, Morris County is
working on a stormwater management plan in the Upper Rockaway,
and eventually they'll get down into the eastern part of Morris
County, but right now they're not there and that's where a lot'
of the development is occurring.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
You mean there has to be a
county-wide plan in o~der for municipalities to be required-MS.
FILIPPONE:
To
be
required,
yes.
Or
municipalities may get some funding from DEP to develop their
own stormwater management plan, but unfortunately this is all
voluntary, and many of the municipalities in the Passaic
Basin-- I think there are only six in the Passaic Basin that
requested funds from the DEP under the municipal program.
So
if a town does

not

want

to do

stormwater management
at
this
voluntary, we're out in the cold.
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stormwater
point

in

detention,
time

or

since

have
it's

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much, Ella.
Dave
Pieffer has signed up next, but I don't see him here.
Is there
someone

here

Association?
Dudley

of

representing
(no

the

the

response)

If

Association

of

Commissions.
S A L L Y
D U D L E Y:

Upper
not,

Raritan

we'll

New

Good morning.

go

Jersey

Watershed

on

to

Sally

Environmental

I want to thank you

for giving us the opportunity to talk about New Jersey's open
space needs.
I'm going to skip over the first part of my statement
which

repeats

a

lot

of

the

information

that

you've

already

heard today,

and I suspect you've heard it elsewhere as you've
It relates to the crisis that we
traveled around the State.
are facing in open space preservation in New Jersey with land
prices rising, and municipalities making efforts to preserve
land against increasing pressures; with nonprofits selling
their lands off, and also the water companies, which previous

speakers today have talked about.
There are a couple of steps that Association of New
Jersey Environmental Commissions is particularly interested in
seeing
carried
forward
in
order
to
promote
open
land
preservation in New Jersey.
We are a nonprofit education organization for some 300
municipal and county environmental corrunissions throughout the
State.
Our members have been working with local planning and
zoning boards, county, State, and Federal agencies for the last
20 years to protect natural resources and prov·ide recreational
opportunities through a variety of open space preservation
techniques.
And environmental corrunissions are very .interested
in continuing to do this.
First, New Jersey needs an adequate and stable funding
source for the State's natural resource programs.
Resources Preservation and Restoration Fund,
by the Assembly Appropriations Committee,
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The Natural

approved yesterday

would establish that

stable financial base.
I urge this Committee to support that
bill and work for its swift passage.
With a stable source of
funding, for the first time State and local governments will be
able to identify the areas that need to be preserved and work
to set those areas aside.
While the Natural Resources Preservation Fund will
establish a stable source of funding, it will not meet the
documented needs

of New Jersey's

counties

for open space and recreation lands.
of

at

least

$200

million

and

municipalities

A Green Acres Bond Issue

incorporated

in

the

Green

Trust

concept would allow funds to be recycled and stretched, and
would be a good first step to allow these local agencies to
acquire the most threatened areas.
We also need to encourage

the

use

of

open

space

preservation techniques that do not require outright purchase.
As land prices escalate in New Jersey,
it is ever more
important for government agencies to be able to use creative
techniques to protect open space.
For example, legislation
enabling municipalities to transfer development rights could go
a long way toward protecting recreation and agricultural lands
at less cost to the taxpayer than outright fee acquisition.
Finally, we need to establish a system of greenways to
make the best use of what open lands we have already set aside
to leverage those lands for future generations.
Greenways
would link publicly accessible open space in our increasingly
urbanized State, and would help maintain a high quality of life
for all of our residents.
By strengthening existing tools and
programs, New Jersey could get a good start on establishing
greenways systems throughout the State.
I
have
a
natural
interest
in
making
use
of
environmental commissions to get greenways started in municipal
areas.
of

open

Envjronmental commissions are charged to keep an index
areas,

communities.

both publicly

and

privately

owned,

These open space indexes vary quite
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in

their

conside~ably

in their extent and detail.
But I think they are a good first
step and could be expanded to help identify areas that could be
acquired for greenways.
And a
program that would give
environmental
commissions
the
resources
to
put
together
complete open space indexes with the kinds of maps that they
could look at and show to their town councils that would give a
visual picture of greenway possibilities, I think would go a
long way towards putting this concept into effect.
I would urge that you consider a State and local
matching grant program similar to what Mrs. Filippone and Tom
Wells of the Conservation Foundation talked about, that would
enable local environmental commissions to refine their open
space indexes, prepare the maps, and get the plans going for
greenways in municipalities.
I would be happy to discuss this
proposal further.
in
open
space
I
thank
you
for
your
interest
preservation.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
The last point that you made
here, Sally, are you talking about something more narrow
actually than a natural resource inventory, or one aspect of it
I guess?
It's the
MS. DUDLEY:
It is one aspect of it, yes.
It would use the material in the natural
lands that are open.
resource inventory, but-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
But not be as extensive or take
as much time.
MS. DUDLEY:
Right.
I think it would be a simpler
project.
I think a lot of the base work has been done.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much.
:·1S . DUDLEY:

Thank you .

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Is there a representative here
from the Trust for Public Land, Northeast Regional Office? (no
response)

Judith

Wadia

of

the

Committee?
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Weehawken

Environmental

I would like to first thank
Assemblywoman Ogden for being interested in preserving open
space.
I'm from the Weehawken Environment Conuni ttee, and we
now have an urgent need for some open space.
JUDITH

W A

D

I

A:

To give the people here just a very short background
on Hudson County, some of the towns in Hudson County are the
most densely populated towns in the United States. We have the
least open space and parkland in New Jersey.
We have less than
. 3% of the open space that's available in al 1 of New Jersey.
In this very dense area we do have people living
all economic brackets.
Many of the people in
can't afford to go away for vacations and things
the only places they have at all where they can

that come from
Hudson County
like that, and
be outside are

the very very few parks and open spaces that we have.
The open space that we have left in Hudson County is
between the Palisades and the Hudson River.
It s a thin strip
of land running along the Hudson River.
In many places it· s
200 or 300 or 400 or 500 feet wide.
That's the whole width of
1

this space.
This is what many of you have heard about as the
new "Gold Coast." The gold is all for the developers, not for
the people that live there.
We
have
the
Palisades,
which
are
a
beautiful
outcropping of rocks, and unfortunately the Palisades are not
protected south of· the George Washington Bridge.
They have
been protected north of the George Washington Bridge and in New
York State, but they' re not protected in Hudson County.
Part
of the problem we have in Weehawken is that we do have 20% open
space in our zoning ordinance, but we also -- those of us on
the environment conunittee -- have a great desire to protect the
Palisades.
The Palisades come to almost exactly 20% of the
development area, and so if we want to pr·otect the Palisades
and call them open space, then we don't have any land left for
any type of open space for recreation area.
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We have piers and a beautiful waterfront, and as many
of you know, in many other cities in the United States -- like
Boston and San Francisco -- the waterfront is an area where
people come and enjoy, and it's an area for the public.
But
unfortunately our waterfront is being developed by private
people for uses such as private residences on piers; that the
public will not be able to use a lot of the waterfront areas.
There is a public walkway that has been mandated by the State
from Bayonne to the George Washington Bridge, a 30 foot wide
walkway.
But in many areas, many of the developers have
ignored the State mandate for the walkway, and in many other
areas where the piers are being developed for off ice space and
residential use, the walkway becomes a big driveway.
In order
to get on and off the piers, the cars are all the time crossing
this walkway that was meant for pedestrian use and jogging and
that sort of thing.
The views we have f~om Weehawken and from other places
in Hudson County are world famous.
Al 1 . the time there are
tourist buses that come full of Japanese tourists, tourists
from all over the world, to take pictures of this view.
Unfortunately, even-When we talk about open space, we· re
talking also about the sky and just the views of the river and
the views of the sky.
In other words, we almost have no land
left, so tRe only thing now we have left are views of the sky
and views of the water.
And unfortunately I think in the next
two years we're going to even lose these views.
I gave a diagram there to Assemblywoman Ogden.
We're
fighting now for a view plain where from the top of the
Palisades you would be able to see to the middle of the Hudson
River,

and then

across

to

New York.

The

developers

Palisades plain where al 1 buildings can be bui 1 t

want

a

to the level

of the height of the Palisades to go right out to the middle of
the water.

In that case, we won't be even be able to see the

Hudson River any more, and even some of
York buildings will be blocked.
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the view of

the New

Probably most of you are familiar with the view as you
approach the Lincoln Tunnel.
You see a view of New York City
right before you go into the tunnel.
This view is also going
to be taken away by two big office towers built by Hartz
Mountain Industries.
That last view of New York before you go
into the tunnel is in Weehawken, and unfortunately I think
we' re losing that also.
That's a view that is enjoyed by
people from the whole State.
One problem that we have is within the Municipal Land
Use Law.
We would hope maybe that can be amended.
The
Municipal Land Use Law states that a certain amount of land has
to be set aside for common open space to be used by people who
live or work in the development.
In other words, that land
does not have to be used by people in the community where the
development is taking place.
So we have the case now where a
developer comes in and can create, let's say, tennis courts for
their employees.
But according to the Municipal Land Use Law
they don't have to be used by the general public.
They can
create a cluster of housing for residences with children's
playgrounds
and park lands,
but
these,
according
to
the
Municipal Land Use Law, do not have to be open to the general
public.
We would like to have the Municipal Land Use Law
amended in a way that some of the land of a development should
be able to be used by the general public.
The Township of Weehawken now has a Green Acres plan
for redoing some of the stone wall and the sidewalk along the
Boulevard that overlooks the river and the view of New York,
and we' re very happy about that.
Unfortunately, we' re afraid
that the view of New York and the view of the water is going to
be gone within the next two years.
One thing we' re trying to now put into the zoning
orr]:j_nance as part of our open space requirement is that some of
the rooftops on buildings that will be built in this area be
We' re
landscaped so that we at least. have some greenery.
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hoping that the landscaped rooftops, some of them will be able
to be used by the public for recreation. As you can see, we're
pretty desperate.
The one thing we would like to suggest, and of course
it would have to be done very quickly,
is that in each
municipality along the waterfront that one of the piers be
acquired by the State as open space for the people of the
State.
Al 1 the way from Bayonne to the George Washington
Bridge there are still a few piers in each community, and if
only they could be acquired, there would at least be some area
of space left.
The last thing is public access.
This whole site that
is now being developed is a very very difficult site because
there's very few ways of actually getting down to the
waterfront.
We have been petitioning the developers for some
sort
of public access so people can walk down to the
waterfront.
The State is planning a north/south transit way
along the base of the Palisades that will have 120 feet of
busways and railroad tracks.
There is now no plans for public
access of some sort of walkway that will go over these tracks
and over this roadway so that the public can get to the
waterfront walkway and to some open space if we can get it.
Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
OGDEN:
Judith,
you
know
that
Assemblyman Kronick is a member of this Committee-MS. WADIA: Yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I gather he couldn't come today,
but he has a bill in that I hope your group is going to be
strongly supporting, as well as others.
MS. WADIA:

Yeah.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN
opposition

to

it

OGDEN:

In

by the developers,

support to pass both houses.
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fact,

there's

so we' 11 need

staunch
a

lot

of

MS. WADIA: Well, that is our problem.
The developers
just have so much more money and ways of influencing people
than we have.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Well, we're probably going to be
hearing that bill in this Committee in the next month or two.
MS. WADIA: Yeah, well we'll be sure to support it.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Good.
I appreciate that.
MS. WADIA: Thank you.
is it Chesonis?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Joseph
JOSEPH
A.
CHESONIS: Yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
-- of the Jrban Systems Concept
Group.
MR.
CHESONIS:
Thank
you
very
much
for
the
opportunity.
During the drive down here I looked around, and
when I finally I got down to Basking Ridge I thought I was in a
different state.
Green grass, horses, broad proud roads,
planted strips, ducks walking around on the grass out here.
It's a beautiful area ..
I just came from Hudson County.
I would like to use
Hudson County's issues to illustrate the ways and means for
identifying and acquiring and maintaining open space and
recreational areas.
I think the issue in Hudson County -- as Judy just
said, the "Gold Coast," and tremendous density -- is something
that I think-The Assemblyman down here was questioning
earlier the member of the Office of State Planning about the
State Plan, whether he can just veto it or a community can do
it.
And it's that type of fear, because they can just go
through Hudson County and take a look at it.
That's what's
lining up for them.
It's obvious.
It's interesting that in
the State Plan, when it's presented it's always kicked off by
saying

"Well,

within the next 20 years we· re going to have a

million people. Where are we going to put them?" This type of
thing.
And, as a professional city planner, that's one way to
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look at the inevitable future, like a big wave hitting you.
the other hand, maybe we could have 500,000, not a million.

On

But I want to go back to an issue, to describe a
little bit about Hudson County, relative to the ways and means
of acquiring open space.
I will probably be coming up with non
traditional methods.
I would like to explore methods that are
outside of the field of finance and the real estate business,
and that's basically what we're doing here.
How to shave off a
You know, the real
1itt1 e on this side and do it over here .
estate and financial packaging.
Here's a study of Hudson County.
It says in there
that there is 1. 6 acres of open space per 1000 people.
The
average at the time this was done was 5. 6 acres per 1000
people.
It says by 1990 -- which is only two years away -- the
county should have acquired 2700 acres of open space.
To my
best knowledge, I don't think the county has acquired one
acre.
But we have two more years yet to go here.
Okay? This
is 1988, and 1990 is just around ~he corner.
The development
densities in this county are the highest in the country,
approaching Manhattan's density.
This study was done in 1974.
It was approved by the county planning board in 1974, using
1970 statistics.
We have a State Plan now corning .through
looking from 1990 to 2010, 20 years from now.
This thing is
almost 18 years old.
Now we're looking for a plan to jump us
over another 20 years.
I'm a professional city planner.
I love documents
like this here.
They really mean something because they help
to guide us.
On the other hand, I don't think it's worth the
paper it's printed on, personally speaking, because it hasn't
gotten us our 2700 acres.
What it has gotten is a lot more
population and less open space. That's basically what this is.
I would 1 ike to try to approach ways and means
different

way.

We

have

to

have

in

a

a better balance between

a

money driven versus a long-term public good method of making
public decisions. Now, I will try to explain this.
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I'm sure everybody knows that Hudson County is a
Okay?
I read The Star-Ledger and usually
beautiful county.
four times a week we have some excerpts of all sorts judicial
actions going around, chasing or disclosing what has happened
and what has not happened with our money.
The first thing I'd like to get into is land use
controls.
It must be shared between the existing State, county
and local levels, and not be the exclusive domain of the local
municipalities.
This is more of an issue with the State Plan
so I don't really want to get into it here, but what I'm trying
to do over here is make the open space plan -- the bill, okay?
reach into otner pieces of legislation that's happening
here. Not just solely only within its own confines.
I
do believe that
there's
two basic
types
of
hierarchies that
there ought to be done,
one
is that
transportation systems need huge areas, and open park and
recreation needs huge areas.
Beyond that, you fill it in with
economic development
and
residentials
and commercials
in
between.
But on the other hand, it seems to be going the other
way.
In ·Hudson County we have tremendous density in tiny
roads.
The State Plan is proposing us to be a corridor, higher
density, and tier one types of communities for the rest of the
area, high density.
Okay? Something has to give. And with no
open space available to do anything with-The next thing we ought to really think about
and
I'm very serious about this -- is tax reform.
There is an
immense confusion on how much and how do we pay to keep our
government going.
I worked with solid waste for a while, helping the
recycling bill. There they didn't want to touch sales taxes as
a way of financing the recycling efforts, or anything with
solid

wast~:

which is an obvious linkage, because what you buy

you usually have to get rid of.

You know,

you more money is available to get
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rid of

the more you buy,
it.

On the other

hand, what they do is raise funds for higher dumping fees for
landfills.
The more you recycle, the less dumping fees you
have, so the less money goes back to recycling.
I mean, this
is crazy.
But anyhow, I just got done with my taxes, and I would
1 ike to see-The State of New Jersey is not an entity in
itself, nor is the Federal government.
I pay those three damn
form~.·

I pay the Federal form, and I send it out.
It comes
from me, to make that thing work.
The State form I send out,
and I have my property tax and school taxes. There has to be a
way -- because I'm leading up to something here .
.I think with the old deteriorating systems in the
city, with the sol id waste disposal costs going up to $150 a
ton, nowhere to dump it.
The cost of government in highly
, dense areas is going to go up dramatically, and we ought to
expect it.
There is no shenanigans, there is no devious ways
of deferring cost.
It's going to be costlier.
That's all.
In
terms of tax reform, I would like to know that.
You know, how
much I paid in sales, in gas, when I punch this button or get
this product or get rid of this thing and all those other
things, I think I ought to be knowing how much this is.
We
have lower taxes than in New York City, but we're lining up for
a lot of stuff that's going to be happening over the next 20 or
30 years for us; statewise, not even talking about the country,
that's almost gone.
So, I'm looking for a way how to describe
the taxes so I can know what the hell is going on.
The next thing is that there has to be a better way of
property taxes.
In Weehawken as an example, Hartz Mountain is
coming in with two more towers to block the view on the helix
going down into the Lincoln Tunnel.

In the morning rush hour

you could sit there for a half hour and watch the view of New
Ye k City -- okay?

-- not

motivation behind that
have

more

ratables.

is

minutes,

15

that

That's

ha 1 f

an hour .

The

the town of Weehawken has

why
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a

this

thing

goes

up.

to

Money

driven versus the long-term public good driven.
I 'rn getting
after that.
You've got to get into a better balance.
I know
the State Tax Corrunission -- I guess it is -- is talking about
having a statewide tax, and part of it corning from a local
area.

I think that's a step in the right direction.
Okay, just a couple more.
Again using the Hudson County experience,

solely 1 irni ted to

it,

penalties for those
activities should be

another

source of

funding

is

but

not

from the

dealing with death and other depraved
increased dramatically and used to fund

long-term, life oriented activities.
The first one is drugs. A lot of kingpins live in New
Jersey, own a lot.
There's a lot of street activity in Hudson
County.
I think there's a rough estimate from the Feds who say
that there's $200 million worth of cash flow going up and
around this area here.
I mean, they weigh the money.
You
don't even count it.
all persons dealing,

You weigh it. So what I'm saying is that
delivering ·it, the middlemen, even the

bosses -- pray tel 1, no one every got caught from any of the
families -- all of their assets.
It's destroying our town.
No
one is going to be around to use our open spaces.
You go into
our local parks up there, it's smoking grass, popping, doing
things .like that. People are afraid to go into those things.
The next source of money -- still with that category
of death and depraved activities
is public and private
corruption,
including organized crime.
Private corruption,
Ivan Boesky.
He gets away with $100 million.
It's a shame.
I
could go into others .. The newspaper, The Ledger is filled with
all of this type of activities here, and they just get tapped
on the shoulder and said, "No, no.
Don't do that."
Assets,
offshore accounts like that ought to be tapped and secured and
transferred

in1.o

open

space

and

recreation.

oriented as opposed to the other thing.
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Long-term

life

The
next
one
rezonings and variances
piece of
it.

is
windfall
profits
derived from
granted by local municipalities.
A

that action ought to be taken directly right out of

For example, most of Hudson County is already built up to

capacity.

You

go

to

planning

board meetings
and
"I want a variance,"

it's
spot

variances, variances, variances.
rezoning, al 1 over the place, even the waterfront.
Something
that was designed initially for industrial two story houses now
17

stories.

Now,

who

gains

from

that?

There

should

be

explored a public taking of property where you take it, but you
have to compensate the person.
But there's also a public
giving without just compensation, a public giving.
Variances
are being given without
flow and a return on
developer just comes

any sort of concept about their cash

investments that's made on
in and says, "I need 250

because of economic hardship. "

The town

fathers,

this.
uni ts

·The
here

and by the

methods that your mind can only conjure up, has the good will
to approve it without have any knowledge of, if I give you this
extra variance,

that

the town doesn't

coming back for open space.
Now, the State Plan

is

get

asking

any sort

of money

for higher and higher

developments in areas that are extremely high.
I think we
ought to share in those fruits of high densities that are going
to be coming in, and turn it into open space.
In Hudson County I know I worked in 1979 until 1983 on
one area where the plan recomrnends-- In Union City, there was
12 acres on St. Michael's Monastery.
A basilica sitting on 12
acres, initial terrain forested area -- okay? -- what it was
like

once upon a

time.

The Archdiocese of

sel 1 it for $2 mi 11 ion.
haggled.

The

local

Newark wanted to

I think it was $2 mi 11 ion.

municipality

couldn't

pick

Everybody

up the

extra

amount that's needed for cost sharing for Green Acres and all
that.

It

was

sold for

couple of developers.

$4

million.

It went up to
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It

then went

around $10

through

mi 11 ion.

a
Now

there's going to be 129 condos and parking areas planted on a
10 ·acre open space area in Union City. Now, this took from the
late 1970s until just this year.
The bulldozers are in there.
The local municipalities just don't have the cash to pull off
an opportunity like this, but Union City has practically no
parks, all wall to wall.
That's why I
love coming down here.
I
really
congratulate you for having it down here.
It's like going away
on a junket, you know.
It's such a beautiful area down here.
Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Just one question.
MR. CHESONIS: Yes?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Does Hudson County currently
have an open space master plan?
MR. CHESONIS: No.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: They don't?
MR. CHESONIS:
Well, it's included in this here.
(referring to earlier mentioned report)
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
It's in there, but they have.
made no progress?
MR. CHESONIS:
We've got two more years to get 2700
acres.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
I guess what's really needed is
political push.
MR. CHESONIS:
There's a series of steps that have to
be followed.
There is a green string that flows through this,
like in engineering problems.
Okay? There is a green string
that flows through how you get the darn thing done.
Like
you' re looking for techniques, you have this technique, this
technrque, this technique, a menu of techniques.
Yes, I agree
with you.
There has to be a solid plan. Maybe the new county
executive would be willing to tackle it, but he can't tackle a
plan without any money available.

What are you going to do?

The towns have the traditional historic role of,
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"This is my

kingdom, my zone, my land use," and there you go again.
So
what could a county do? A county has no authority over local
land uses.
And the towns are caught in the middle of trying to
get municipal ratables.
And you get into that deadly cycle,
and when looking for open space you've got to get out of that
deadly cycle of no power on one side, no money -- my own
jurisdiction-- (inaudible) Yes, I believe that would be-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
So really what's needed is some
sort of, as you said, windfall profits on the variances.
MR. CHESONIS: Exactly.
There's a public giving and a
public taking.
It's the flip side of a public taking.
There
ought to be a public giving.
I really do believe we ought to tackle somehow or
other the drug problem in terms of bounty systems.
Have
environmental organizations -- much like the Hells Angels in a
way -- you can get half the booty if we find your lead is the
best.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Well we do have the forfeiture
bill, but that money is going to the Attorney General's office
and to all the county prosecutors, and education and the school
system, probably for a statewide network of alliances, more to
the Department of Health.
The difficulty with what you suggest
is that there's a great need for treatment, prevention, and
education.
So the money that's corning from forfeiture or
penalties with drug dealers is going into preventing it.
MR. CHESONIS:
I don't believe you one iota, and the
reason why I say this is this. The Genovese family has been in
existence for over 35 years, since prohibition.
Okay?
That's
the answer.
That's my statement to all of the monies going
into that.

Listen, there's a big chunk of it around, and it's

untouchable almost.
here,
change.

half

a

million

You know what
over

here

I

mean?

street

We' re talking about heavy money.

makes the sun come into my eyes
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The little pound

value,

that's

chunk

And I think money
and blinds me.
I don't see

anything.
I think we' re getting a lot in that.
We've got to
connect doing something good for our State's open space
recreation, with getting after these son of a guns who are
destroying our kids.
There's money in it.
They weigh it.
They don't even count it. They weigh it. Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you.
The last person who
signed up is Mrs. William Gural?
E L A
K R A U S E:
(from
interrupting

you

but

I'm

audience)

representing

the

I'm
Trust

sorry
for

for

Public

Land--

(inaudible)
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
All right.
I had called you
before and no one was here. Mrs. Gural, do you want to go next?
Thank you for letting me be here.
G U R A L:
E L E A N 0 R
I've been listening to you talking about public land and how to
finance it.
On the other hand, I'm kind of amazed that when a
group of citizens gets together where there is land that is
available, we have such a hard time telling people about it,
convincing them.

I'm here to talk specifically on one thing in

general, and a few others.
There is this land of

the Houdaille Quarry.

It was

left over after the 78 construction debris was dumped into it.
Seventy acres of it was given to-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: This is in Springfield, isn't it?
MS. GURAL:
Yes, I'm sorry.
I'm Eleanor Gural, and
I'm from Springfield.
Seventy acres of it was turned over to the Union
County Park Commission, the Union County Freeholders, in return
for the land that was taken from the Watchung Reservation.
There's about 90 acres of it left that belongs to the State.
Now this land right now has obviously had all this rock and
earth dumped into it, so it can hardly be cal led a virgin
forest

now.

But

it's

already beginning to

grow things,

and

it's our understanding that it's been declared excess land.

We

really can't

is

understand why this
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would be when the State

saying they want 300, 000 acres of land and don't know where
they' re going to get them from.
Here they have almost 100
acres in a very populated area.
Even though our area has the
Watchung Reservation and Bryant Park and others, the area
surrounding us is ful 1.
There is never going to be another
piece of land this big available in this area.
We
and specifically a friend of mine
have
written and called, to try to get attention to this land.
And
so now I am coming to you as another means of getting attention
to the fact that this land is there.
It is available.
We
think it's absolutely criminal to let it be developed.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
How do you know the State is
planning to develop it -- or sell it, rather.
MS. GURAL:
Yeah, okay.
I have a letter here from
Hazel Gluck's office, written by a Michael Barrett -- who I
understand is now no longer with them, because I tried to call
him -- but he says here-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
So
it's
the Department
of
Transportation that owns the land rather than the Environmental
Protection?
MS. GURAL:
Right.
They say that not only now that
it's been declared an excess-They're now talking about
selling it back to the Houdaille Quarry.
There was a Federal
investigation on that purchase in the first place because two
years before the State bought it the Houdaille Quarry had had
it on the market for $3.5 million.
At the time the State
bought it, three estimates were done on it, and the highest one
was $7. 6 mi 11 ion · I think.
The State bought it for more than
that.
They bought it for $8 million.
Why they think now that
they have to offer it back to them--- I haven't found the law-such a
that

law the

this

would

Apparently there is a law

I would assume that if there is

it has to be offered to the original owners,
be

for

condemned

land.

condemned.
It had been on the open market.
one reason I'm here.
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This

land

So anyway,

was

not

that's

This other gentleman had a county planning board
report from I think it was '74.
I have one from '71.
At that
time they recommend the Houdaille Quarry land -- this is before
the State became involved with it at all -- as being one of the
few pieces of land in Union County that the county could still
hope to preserve.
At this time, I very strongly urge that if
it every came on the market the county should buy it.
Our
feeling now is that either the State should turn it over to the
county, or that they keep it and leave it as open land.
There
will presumably be recreational things developed in the county
part of the land, and we feel that what's around the land as a
buffer area should be left as open land for breathing space,
for water, for all the-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Have the county freeholders
passed a resolution by, or been in contact with, the Department
of Transportation?
MS. GURAL:
to

look

into

it

They passed a resolution.

before

the

elections.

We

They were goin·g
went

back

to

a

meeting after the elections and everyone looked totally blank
and said, "Oh yeah, what was it we said about that a couple of
months ago?" So, we were very discouraged.
I mean, before the
election they were fighting as to who was going to sponsor this
resolution to have someone look into the
land.
And afterwards, even the people who

purchase of this
were fighting to

sponsor gave us a completely blank look.
The implication was
that they had some vague memory of this, but obviously nothing
had happened, or nothing they were going to tell us about
anyway.
I. brought a Union County map if you' re interested in
seeing the land. You're probably familiar with it.
So we're hoping.
I- have here a letter that my friend
-- who has worked so hard on this -- wrote to Governor Kean,
that

kind

approaches

of

outlines

Chairperson

it.
with

I'll

give

various

you

that.

materials)

(witness
If

interested in this other letter or any of the material--
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you're

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Well, if you want to keep the
originals, I'll give you my card and you can send me copies.
MS. GURAL:

Well, this is a copy.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Oh, okay.
MS. GURAL:
And this is the letter that came from Mrs.
Gluck's office-ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

You have to be in front of the

microphone in order to have it on the record.
MS.

GURAL:

(returns

to

witness

letter that came from Hazel Gluck's office.

Sorry.
table)

This

is

a

It refers a lot to

this amphitheater thing, which as far as we're concerned,

is a

dead issue.
In Mrs. Schneider· s letter she didn · t bring that
up again, but apparently in reviewing it he realized that had
been one of the issues.

But I'm not here to talk about that

now because we feel that this issue has been resolved.
What
we're interested in now is seeing that the rest of this land is
preserved.
A
related.

couple

of

other

things

that

are

not

directly

I have some other suggestions on land use that I feel

would help preserve more vacant land.
One is that in the 'sos, I think it was, there was a
change in the definition of what the highest and best use was,
so

that

trees

now private people who want to have larger

and open space on them are not

lots with

only tempted to

sel 1

it

because of the high land prices, but they're also penalized for
keeping it because of the high taxes.
I feel that there should
be a change in the interpretation of ·this law again, because I
feel that we're seeing now the highest and best use of land is
not always to develop every bit of it.
I agree with this
landfall (sic) -- land wind tax -- oh, what is it?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
MS.

GURAL=

Yeah.

Windfall profits tax.
I

pay such high property taxes,

feel

that

instead of

having to

that there should be a landfall

profit taxes, so that if it is sold this is when the money is
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collected. But it seems to me that it's very counterproductive
for people to be penalized for keeping open land.
I think that
certainly in areas like this where people have big lots, we
recognize that it not only makes the area more beautiful, but
also it is environmentally desirable to have some big lots.
As far as financing, I think that we should do away
with this tax rebate system.

I can't understand the

idea of

what the point is of collecting taxes and then sending them all
back again.

Not only is it dumb, but it must be very costly to

be sending them back and having that whole office.

Once we've

collected the taxes, why not use it for open land?
I suppose
th~s needs some sort of legislative act to authorize this, but
I think this should be considered.
Another thing that I think is very important, at least
in conununities, is this whole dumping thing, because as long as
every open lot has people dumping on it illegally, people are
not going to be very supportive of open land in their areas.
know even

I

in Springfield where we live there is a. little lot

down the road that's a.bsolutely full of cans and bottles.
We
also have other land where people sneak in and dump.
I think
that
either
encouragement

the
State
or
the
munic ipa 1 it ies
of the State, have to get stricter

with
the
laws about

dumping, and I think there have to be very high fines.
I think
the law enforcement people should be given every encouragement
to enforce this; maybe even a reward given for people who find
dumpers.
I think a Neighborhood Watch group should be set up.
This may seem like a different subject, but I think it's going
to be more and more of a problem.
People are going to be less
and less supportive of any open land in their area, because
they' re going to say, "It· s ugly.
It's dangerous."
I think that the Legislature needs to come to terms
with this

container bill.

around about it.
is ridiculous,

You know,

we've been pussyfooting

I think this one that Kean has suggested now

saying you· re going to get more rebates if you
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pay two cents extra on every plastic container you get.
we need is a refund program.
Other states have found
their

open

program.

land

Kids

gets

go

cleared

up

better

around and collect

by

some

having

of

the

a

What
that

refund

containers

where they get refunds.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: You mean a bottle bill?
MS. GURAL: Yes, except not just bottles.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
MS. GURAL:

Deposit legislation then?

Yeah.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
been

in

the

Assembly

We've tried that, and since I've

for

six

years

it's

failed

twice,

unfortunately.
MS. GURAL:

I know.

But you have to keep on trying.
I'm not blaming the people who are here.

doing

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Some of
it on their own.
I think that

impetus.

the counties are now
will help provide an

I hope.
MS. GURAL:

many· times

before

trying.

think

I

Assemblyman

Well, I think many things have to be tried
they work.
that

the

I

idea

think they have
of

I've

to

keep on

forgotten

which

it ·was who wanted to put a higher tax on plastic

bottles or containers than on glass ones -- it was excellent.
I don't know why the glass industry fought that?
I should
think they would have loved it. But it seems to me that it has
to be done or else our lands are still going to get more filled
with junk.
I also wanted to say that I'm very sympathetic to the
people here who are from the city areas.
I think that our
whole open land program is not going to work if we can't clean
our

cities

up,

suburban sprawl.

because

we're

going

to

get

more

and

more

When I was having my hair cut the other day

the girl that was cutti·g my hair was saying that she and her
husband

were

looking

for

a

house.

saying,

"Well, do you know where such and such a town is?"
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One

of

the

barbers

was
She

said, "No, I never heard of it.
It's probably out in the
boonies someplace."
She didn't want to move way out.
She was
living in Harrison and she wanted to live in that area, but she
wanted a house.
She's probably going to end up moving out in
what she calls the "boonies" because she can't afford a house
On the other hand, a lot of our cities have-closer in.
Newark has acres and acres of ruined buildings that nobody is
living in.
I think the Legislature has to do everything they
can to make the cities more livable places.
I think until
that's ·done we're going to keep on having more and more
pressure on open lands. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much.
I ' 11 see
what I can do in connection with the sale of this land by the
DOT, and I'll let you know.
MS. GURAL:
Okay.
Yes, it was my understanding that
before the DOT could sell land it had to go through the EPA.
I
just can't imagine why it was ever released as being excess.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you.
The representative
then from the Trust for Public Land.
MS. KRAUSE:
Thank you.
My name is Ela Krause.
I am
a Project Manager for the Trust for Public Land.
The theme of
our
testimony
is
supporting
private/public
open
space
preservation efforts in the State of New Jersey.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Would you just spell your name
too, please, for the record.
MS.
KRAUSE:
It's
Ela
Krause,
Krause,
E-L-A,
K-R-A-U-S-E.
The Trust for Public Land -- or for short TPL -- is a
national nonprofit land conservation organization, but we are
also working throughou~ the State of New Jersey on diverse open
space
local,

planning
county,

conservation

and
and

acquisition

proiects

State

agencies,

organizations.

Current
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in
and

cooperation with
local

projects

nonprofit

include

the

creation of the Lower Hudson Waterfront Conservancy,
preparation of the Palisades Conservation Plan,
and

the
the

implementation of the Bayshore Waterfront Access Plan, a joint
project with the Monmouth County Planning Board,

the Monmouth

County Park System, the Bayshore Development Office, and the
County
Conservation
Foundation.
Monmouth
We
have
also
completed

a

substantial

limited

development

project

not

far

from here in Mendham, where through a donated transaction with
AT&T, TPL was able to acquire 600 acres and sold 120 acres to a
developer for cluster development.

We were able to retain the

other 480 acres for open space and set up a land trust that now
manages the open space.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

OGDEN:

Where

does

your

funding

come

from?
MS.

KRAUSE:

In part we fund ourselves through our
transactions, pre-acquisition work with the State of New Jersey
and the Federal agencies -- such as the National Park Service
or the Forest Service -- and part through foundation grants,
and in part through contract work with public agencies, such as
some of our planning contracts.
is about.

But that's what my testimony

Today, TPL is here to encourage the State to undertake
more public/private initiatives on behalf of land preservation,
as proposed in the report prepared by the Governor's Council on
New Jersey Outdoors.
In particular, I would like to bring two
specific points to the attention of the Committee:
First, the
role of nonprofit intermediaries in State acquisition projects,
and second, the importance of
local
land trusts
in the
identification and management of environmental and recreational
resources,
efforts.

and
At

what
the

the

State

conclusion

comment on two specific

op· n

of

could
my

do

to

remarks

space projects,

strengthen
I

would
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like

which will

the attention of the State in the very near future.

these
to

need

Nonprofit organizations such as the Trust for Public
Land, and others
such as the Nature Conservancy, the
National Audubon Society, the Sierra Club, the New Jersey
and dozens of other
Conservation Foundation, and so on
private conservation groups and watershed associations already
assist

public

management.
State

and

agencies

in

open

space

acquisition

and

They are capable of doing more with the help of
local

government,

especially

for

the

purpose

of

preacquisition of open space on behalf of government agencies.
The
reasons
for
involving
qualified
nonprofit
intermediaries in preacquisition projects include:
First, timing:
In many instances _when landowners need
or choose to sell property, they want to do so quickly and are
unwilling to wait

for

completion of

the

agency's

acquisition

An intermediary nonprofit organization, equipped with

process.

sufficient resources, can buy or otherwise secure
immediately until
the
agency has
completed its
Furthermore,

property
process.

in light of rapidly appreciating land values,

an

option today can potentially save the agency money while at the
same

time

keeping

the

landowner

from

seeking

subdivsion

approval.
Secondly,

assemblages:

Nonprofit intermediaries can
assemble several smaller properties and sell them as one unit
to a public agency, giving the property more conse~vation value.
Third,
The
ability
and
latitude
to
negotiate:
Typically, landowners are less charitable toward a government
institution or, being aware of the agency's ultimate power of
eminent domain, feel less inclined to willingly and amicably
sell
to
the
agency.
Other
landowners
insist
on total
confidentiality which the public agency is not always in a
position to offer.
In addition, nonprofit land acquisition
experts are often trained
bargain

sales

a

in tax

issues

combination of

a

and negotiations

for

charitable donation

and

cash, where the private landowner takes a tax deduction for the
gift portion of the sale.
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The fourth reason is that nonprofits are
unusual transaction structures and extra measures
projects.
They can go to great lengths to make a
work.
They can, for instance, engage in limited

able to use
to complete
transaction
development

projects, where the sale portion of the property not used for
conservation
purposes
is
put
back
on
the
market
with
appropriate
development
restrictions
attached
to
it.
Nonprofits can even co-venture with private developers to
facilitate the approval process for environmentally sensitive
development ~rojects.
The last reason I would like to mention for using
nonprofits as intermediaries in agency acquisition projects is
by law, public agencies cannot risk taxpayers' money. Whereas,
to make a transaction work, nonprofit intermediaries frequently
must and can risk their own capital in advance of being assured
of a public agency's takeout price.
This is especially
important in situations where the timing of the transaction is
critical.
With the potential of an upside
meaning, an
ability to negotiate bargain sales on certain projects or
engage in additional fuhd raising from private sources
intermediaries have an incentive to take risks on behalf of
agencies, risks that the agency cannot take but are necessary
to make the transaction work.
The major key to using intermediaries in helping to
carry out the State's, counties', and the municipalities'
acquisition agendas in the most efficient manner,
is the
availability of public funding for open space acquisition. TPL
therefore strongly urges the State of New Jersey to pass both a
new Green Acres Bond Issue, as well as pass legislation which
would

create

acquisition,

a

permanent

source

of

funding

for

open

space

such as the proposed Natural Resource Trust Fund.

Parts of the fuI"ds should be madP. available on a matching basis
to

encourage

both

donations

county-wide and municipal

of

property values,

initiatives
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to

generate

as

well

open

as

space

acquisition funds through dedicated taxes, bond issues, or
development exactions through zo~ing.
The State should further
consider passing enabling legislation which would allow growing
municipalities to levy impact fees or exactions from private
developers for off site open space acquisition and development.
In addition to stressing the need for increased public
agency acquisitions,
emphasize

the

I would like to take this opportunity to

special

role

complementing the activities
local nonprofit,

of

local

of public

land

park

trusts

agencies.

in

These

corrununity-based organizations should be fully

recognized as important actors in the State's open space
preservation efforts, and should be partially supported through
public funding.
The typical
(3)

nonprofit

land trust

organization,

is

a

community-based

incorporated

for

the

501

purpose

(c)
of

acquiring and managing land for the public benefit, as well as
educating
supported

the public on land conservation issues, and is
solely
through
private
contributions
·from

individuals, corporations, and foundations.

Although typically

not equipped to complete complicated land transactions, these
local land trusts are often the recipients of donations of
conservation lands or easements from members of the community.
In addition, they are most useful in both identifying local
land resources,

as well as monitoring development or land use

conflicts,
or
the
implementation of
government
sponsored
protection
programs
such
as
the
Freshwater
Wetlands
legislation.
The effectiveness of such open space legislation
can be greatly enhanced if citizens feel that they have a stake
at their implementation and enforcement through the involvement
of land trusts.
Regional land trusts can also provide an excellent
vehicle

for

coordinating

the

imrlementation

of

multijurisdictional greenway projects which are currently under
way

or

planned

in

the

State

of
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New

Jersey.

They can help

to identify protection strategies and mediate between multiple
private and public parties involved in these complex projects.
They can also play a role in carrying out specific acquisition
or easement projects, and in the long-term management of these
linear open space corridors.
We have a few suggestions as to what the State's role
could be in facilitating local land protection efforts.
First, the State should pass legislation which reduces
the liability of private landowners who allow public access to
their property,

through granting easements· to

governmental

charitable organizations such as land trusts.
The

State

could

also

facilitate

or

,,

efforts

those

by

passing legislation which facilitates the tax exemption process
of

private

land

made

available

conservation purposes.
Third,
by increasing
programs

as

the Department

program

to

include

public

funding

for

such

or

other

innovative

urban

it's also necessary to expand
open

space

currently don't have access to this program.
Fourth, the State could facilitate
providing additional

access

of Environmental Protection's Open

Lands Management Grant Program,
this

for

incentives

for

land

projects,
those

trusts

which

efforts

to

by

undertake

comprehensive resource, ownership, and land use inventories,
which identify open space opportunities and environmental
resources in their communities.
A good example is the current
practice of
the Department
of
Environmental
Protection's
Division of Coastal Resources to provide local coastal planning
grants to both municipalities and counties,
as
well
as
nonprofit

planning

and

conservation

organizations..

I'm

not

aware of a program that would do the same for other areas as
this point.
Fifth,

the

State

could

f<=> "'ilitatP.

those

efforts

by

providing matching funding for proactive training and technical
assistance to citizens,

landowners
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and

municipalities

on

the

importance of land trusts.
This training should be carried out
in cooperation with experienced land conservation organizations
and land stewards.
Sixth,
by
encouraging
joint
projects
of
public
agencies and land trusts to acquire and manage open space and
environmental resources through statewide plans and legislation.
Before
opportunities

I

conclude,

facing

implementation

of

the

the

let

me

State's

Hudson

highlight
open

two

space

Waterfront

specific

agenda,

Walkway,

and

the
the

conservation of the Lower Palisades.
The State has already made a substantial conunitment to
the Walkway through incorporating a public access requirement
into

the

Waterfront

development

permit

process

for

major

waterfront projects.
This process is administered through the
Division of Coastal Resources.
However, the implementation of
the 18-mile long walkway on non development sites,

as well as

long-term control and long-term management of this
resource, ·have not yet been addressed comprehensively.

unique
TPL's

proposal to create a multijurisdictional conservancy, the Lower
Hudson Waterfront

Conservancy,

is

a

first

attempt

to

addre-ss

some of these issues, and has already attracted substantial
private funding.
However, several issues, including liability,
the exaction and enforcement
and

funding

of

a

of

comprehensive

long-term

legal restrictions,

management

concept

for

this

endeavor can only be resolved in cooperation with several State
agencies and State funding.
The other example I'd like to mention is the Lower
Palisades Greenway, a proposal which is now being prepared
through a joint effort of the Regional Plan Association and the
Trust for Public Land.
This is another example of the
substantial private interest and investment in the protection
of

open space

resources

in this State.

The fur 1ing for this

project comes both from the State agency as well
foundations.

The

implementation
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strategy

as

private

now

under

consideration calls for the involvement of many different
players, including the Palisades municipalities, Hudson and
Bergen Counties, as wel 1 as local volunteer efforts.
Similar
to the Hudson Waterfront Walkway, however, this ambitious
project can only be accomplished through a combination of
regional coordination and State support, and it might involve a
nonprofit intermediary or land trust to facilitate this process.
In conclusion, experience in other states -- such as
Connecticut
and Massachusetts
has
shown that private
citizens are willing to get more actively involved in the land
protection movement than most people realize.
We encourage the
State
to
recognize
the
potential
of
private
citizens'
involvement through concrete steps towards supporting efforts
as proposed in this testimony.
To be an effective player in
this era of unprecedented growth and development pressures, the
State must take advantage of the energies and the open space
commitment of everyday citizens to make this open space agenda
work.
Thank you

for the opportunity to testify before this

hearing.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you.
I don't know whether
you were here earlier when Judith Wadia from the Weehawken
Environmental Commission spoke, I think she would be glad to
hear that an effort is moving along through your good offices,
and hopefully other levels of government.
MS. KRAUSE:
Right.
I didn't bring, unfortunately, a
copy of that conservative proposal, but I would like to forward
it to your attention.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much.
Is there
anyone else in the audience who wishes to speak?
(affirmative
response). One more.
BR Ur. E
of

E.

KEELER:

I'm Brue·

the Somerset County Park Commission.

Keeler, the Director
The first thing I'd

like to do is offer everyone here of course a belated welcome.
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It is a pleasure to have the Committee use this particular
facility as the site for one of the hearings.
The need for preserving open space in New Jersey is
well-documented and not a relevant part of this hearing,
therefore, let's delve right into methods that might help the
preservation process:
1)
Better cooperation and a sharing of ideas and
specific
projects
should
be
encouraged
between
the
not-for-profit organizations with open space goals and all
levels of government.
Much has been accomplished, but more
interfacing could lead to greater amounts of open space acreage
being save quicker at reasonable costs.
2)
Monmouth County has innovated a new method to
preserve open space via positive support of a recent public
referendum that gives its Freeholder Board the option to spend
up to $4 million annually for acquisition purposes only.
This
action just points out the problem ·that counties face when
purchasing open space at today's market prices.
Because debt
limits imposed by State law govern what can be spent for park
and recreation capital improvements, almost all the capital
money is now being used for land and nothing remains to develop
or improve the park system; the latter cost also sharply
escalating
each
year.
Maybe
it's
time
for
the
State
Legislature to assess these capital debt limitations and amend
the laws to:
a)
Create separate sections for land acquisition and
development with their- respective monetary caps.
And, based on
some conversation that I've heard here this morning, it's
possible that this is being addressed now in A-93, which was
introduced by Assemblyman Villane.
b)
Create a new section that - would allow land
acquisition

to

be

removed

from

the

current

limitation and give local governments the right
voters by public

ca:r;tal
to go to

referendum and determine whether
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debt
the

the voters

would support an extra millage tax to provide the funds for the
land acquisition program.
3)
The State Green Trust

is

creating a stable funding

acquiring open space,

New

Jersey

should

be

base for

proud

it

a positive step toward

enacted

such

and

legislation.

A

major problem facing the Trust is that the start-up monies to
make the revolving trust effective have not been realistic. We
can't wait 10 to 15 years for

the Trust

to

slowly build,

so

that it is able to generate enough incoming interest to handle
the monies being requested for the State and local acquisition
programs.

Therefore, some consideration should be made to:
a)

immediately
Trust.

Pass

a massive State bond referendum that

provide

$500

million

to

for

the

Even those figures might be a little low.
b)
Keep working on the potential legislation

that

would add annual amounts to the Trust;

$750

million

would

legislation such as the

added realty transfer tax _and the hotel/motel tax.
A $1
bi 11 ion trust is not a magic figure which wi 11 always be able
to

cover

costs

for

the many facets

of

the open space to

be

preserved and deve_loped.
It is doubtful whether land and/or
development costs will ever decrease.
A steady income into the
Trust would be a curb against future inflation.
c)
To help generate instant infusion into the Trust,
the
Legislature
should
consider
directing
the
Lottery
Commission to provide a special three-month game whose net
proceeds would be dedicated to the Trust.
d)
A checkoff could be used on the State Income Tax
forms to give concerned residents a chance to donate directly
to the Trust.
4)

At

local

levels

of

government,

officials

become more aware of good land use planning methods.
these have been discussed today.

The new

l-

should

A lot of

':"eshwater Wetlands

Act will add a positive force in limiting development along our
State's

freshwater

tributaries,
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but

transfer

development

rights,
c 1 uster
and density
zoning
should
be
carefully
considered as a means of providing open space where people are
being concentrated. When used judiciously, with good sense and
a feeling of appreciation for your neighboring communi~y, these
development

methods

are

not

dirty

words

that

should

instant scorn.
5)
The method and timing of getting funds

evince

from the

State Green Acres or the Green Trust, must also be considered.
Many

times,

approved

projects

have

before the Legislature passes the
provides the money for the project.
acquisition or

development,

to

wait

a

year

or

more

funding resolution that
In most cases, whether

the costs have escalated and the

money provided does not cover the final contracted costs.
Sometimes these additional costs can be substantial, especially
for local communities with minimal funding bases.
Banks and lending institutions in New Jersey control
more money than the State, and have it more readily available.
Why can't the State consider a guaranteed loan program where
local

governments

could

borrow,

temporarily,

project grant amount at a low -- or a decent
from a certified bank or

lending institution

the

approve

interest rate
immediately upon

notification that their project has been approved?

Then repay

the lending institution the principal when the project funds
become available from the State.
The interest paid between the
approved project date and the actual receipt of the State
monies could be considerably less than any increased costs
incurred by just waiting for the funds
from the State.
Additionally, the interest/principal payments to the State,
when in effect, would probably be not much more than the
interest payment to the lending institution.
The State would guarantee that the money for the
principal would be forthcoming,

in exchange for a fair rR-+:e of

interest the bank would charge the local government.
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There are many more qualified financial experts would
could take this idea and develop a more workable scenario.
I
am not a financial expert.
The Cammi ttee should also keep in mind that the
Federal government controls money that comes into the State for
park, recreation, and conservation purposes.
Most of these
funds are allocated through the current Land
and Water
Conservation Fund administered by the National Park Service
6)

within the Department of the Interior.
This fund, apportioned
amongst all the states, has decreased in size these past
several years through congressional action -- or inaction, if
you will -- from a high of $780 million in the 1970s to the
current $25 million in Fiscal Year '87.
Alternative methods of
increasing this money flow are being explored.
Several congressional bills have been introduced to
create an American Heritage Trust Act for open space, patterned
somewhat after our State Green Trust, and recommended as part
of the findings of the recent President's Commission on
Americans Outdoors report.
The most promising of these bills
being the joint legislation, H.R. 4127 and s. 2199, introduced
respectively
by
Representative
Morris
Udall
and
Senator
Chafee.
This Act would create a dedicated trust providing at
least $1 bi 11 ion a year in usable interest to help pay for
Federal, State, and local land acquisition, development, and
rehabilitation costs.
The trust,
once established,
could
eventually allocate more than $1 billion annually, dependent on
the funding base and inflation factors.
These monies would be
allocated to specific expenditure areas as determined by a set
percentage formula.
Part of this proposed formula would
distribute
established

10%
open

of

the

space

Federal Heritage Trust.

total
trusts

annually
with

However,

the corpus of the State Trust,

to

purposes

states

who

similar

to

have
the

this money cou 1 d only go to

and only the interest from the

corpus would then be available for State use and distribution
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to local governments.
This portion of the Heritage Trust could
conceivably begin in 1990 and run 10 years.
I might get back
to that in a minute.
It does not,
in essence, pattern
completely our own State Trust, so there is some discussional
point

there

that

we

have

with

the

reference to that particular area.
7)
Of course -- adding a
instance

Federal

government

in

little levity here in this

preserving open space may be a moot point,

if the

State Master Plan is adopted with the current sixth and seventh
tiers intact.
Present day farmers and large landholders will
have a hard time trying to sell land that can only have one
developed unit per 10 or 20 acres;
a move guaranteed to
preserve open space via negative development.
These sections
of the State Plan, however, are sure to be modified to make it
more equitable to the large landowner; thus preserving open
space will

always be a

prime

goal

for

park,

recreation

and

conservation benefits.
Since tourism is New Jersey's number
one product, let's be sure we have the beaches, lakes, streams,
mountains,

natural areas and recreational facilities that will

offer

residents

our

and visitors

a

quality of

life they can

enjoy.
I thank you for this opportunity to present the views
of our Somerset County Park Commission and staff to the
Committee, and sincerely hope that the hearings will produce
some constructive means of helping preserve the much needed
open space in our rapidly developing State.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Thank you very much, Bruce.
I
like your idea of involving local banks.
I've been trying to
think of what other ways we could involve the banks, because we
certainly have a lot here in New Jersey and they have a lot of
money.
MR.
in hock -- I

KEELER:

They have all the money.

think everyone's

in hock,

Mostly,

including the State --

to the lending institutions all through the area,
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we're

meaning New

York as well as Pennsylvania.
method of

doing

this.

I

Park Commission but for

There has

know that

many of

to be some suitable

I speak not only for our

them,

and you heard

it

from

some of the other people who have testified, that the period of
time between the project acceptance and the money coming from
the State due to the allocation process, is a problem.
If we
can combat that in some way, it would, I think, sincerely help
an

awful

goes

on

lot

of

within

the actual
the

corrununities -- and I

acquisition and development

areas.

I

have

heard

cases

of

that
small

refer to small corrununities more than the

counties because we do have a fairly stable funding base -- but
some of the small communities after a period of time have had
to turn the grants down because they cannot raise the escalated
amounts of money that were there in the period between the
grant being accepted and then the grant monies coming in at a
later date.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
Do you feel, Bruce, as Morris
County does, that there should be maybe at least a partial
reversion of Green·Acres to the challenge grants as opposed to
the Green Trust?
MR. KEELER: We've not had that much of a problem with
the Green Trust.
I think that probably goes on an individual
basis.
Our particular county will accept the money any way we
can get it, and we' 11 need it.
It's our content ion that you
have to figure for the long range on the greater majority of
the communities in our State.
Again, I go back to those local
communities who have a hard time digging money up for matching
gr ants at a 50% level, al though within the urban communities
that could be 75%,
some of

or. just 25%

out

of

the grant.

Even then

the urban communities have a hard problem in getting

25% of the grant.

So, I think the loan program is a viable--

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:

Maybe

help particular situations.
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a

slight modif'cation to

MR. KEELER:
Yes.
If they wanted to put a certain
percentage of the fund back into challenge grants, I think that
would be a wise thing to do, yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, Bruce.
MR. KEELER: Thank you for the opportunity.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:
This concludes the series of
four hearings on open space and ways to preserve it.
I'd like
to

thank

afternoon,
end.

everyone

for

coming

here

this

morning

and

this

and particularly those of you who waited until the

Thank you.

(HEARING CONCLUDED)
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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CONSERVATION,
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OPEN SPACE HEARINGS
APRIL 2L 1988.
SOMERSET COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER
BASKING RIDGE, NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY RECREATION & PARK ASSOCIATION
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NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ

201-846-8453

08903

STATEMENT TO THE
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CONSERVATION, NATURAL
RESOURCES AND ENERGY
APRIL 21, 1988
SOMERSET COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER
BASKING RIDGE, NEW JERSEY

Good day.

My na•e ia Willia• Foelsch and I a• Executive

Director of the New Jersey Recreation and Park Association.
The New Jeraey Recreation and Park Association is a nonprofit educational. research and advocacy organization
created for the purpoaa of broadening the opportunities for
all reaidenta of the State of New Jersey to enJOY quality
leiaure experienc••·

It ia our •iaaion

~o

pro•ote the growth

and public appreciation of New Jeraey'a open apace& and
facilitate the abilitiea of the public to interact with those

apecea.

Our •••D•rahip i• co•priaed of a variety of diaciplinea
and aettinga. including govern•ental and private, non-profit
park and recreation ayateJRa aanagera at the state, county,
•unicipal and acholaatic levels: therapiata in direct
leaderahip role• at public and private hoapitala and nuraing
ho•e·aJ atudenta fro• New Jeraey"a five Colleges providing
recreation and leiaure ••rvice curriculu•aJ and well over 200
citizen •••b•r• who aerve on county and Municipal park and
recreation board• and coaaiaaiona.

Thia diverse •e•berahip

re£lect• thia field'• broad range of service delivery options

for outdoor end indoor recreational purauita.

I wi•h to co•pli•ent the Co••ittee •e•bers for their
exhauative attention to this hearing process.

We know that

the teati•ony off•rad through the preceding three hearing&
offered concrete reco••endation& for action in preservation
of New Jeraey'a open apace legacy.

We al&o know that an

"Open Spece Criaia" exist& and it grows •ore aerioua by the
day.

Every public intereat poll and public vote on the

•UbJect reaffir•a that our reaidenta place a high priority on
Quality of Life i&auea, and call for i••ediate protection of
woodlanda, fielda, atrea• corridors and natural area&.
Other• have teatifi•d in theae hearing& highlighting a
vari•ty of innovative ••thoda for open apace preservation
•uch a• con••rvation ea&e•ents, landbanka, tran&fer of
develop•ent righta, far•land preservation, cluster and tiered
zoning initiativ••·

We aupport the enact•ent of enabling

legialation which will broaden the opportunitiea 0£
govern•ent to i•pl••ent

the~~

option&, thereby resulting in

the protection of tena of thousanda of additional acre& of
open •pace.

It ia iaportant to note here however, that an

equally critical need for exist& for new staff within our
Gr••n Acr•• progra• who can work with all the&e planning
toola at the local level to f ocua our open space preservation
effort• into coheaive progreaa. ·

-

2 -

We do not undereeti•ate the i•portance of the above &tated
planning and zoning technique& in preserving open &pace. but
we know that the •oat effective weapon currently available to
conaervation intere&t& in New Jer&ey i& a properly funded
Green Acree progra•.

This progra• has identi£ied the

acqui•ition and developaent need& for New Jer&ey'& open
apac•• and haa enJoyed enthu&iaatic grass root& and political
aupport.

We reco••end that new funding for the State and

Local portion• of the Green Acrea Progra• retain the highest
priority £or action.

Aa a firat atep in thia proce&&, thia Co••ittee haa favorably
reviewed A••••bly Bill A-93 creating the Natural Resources
Preeervat.ion and Reatoration Fund through an increase in the
Real Property Tranaf er Fee £or both new and existing
conatruction, providing a stable source of capital funds for
parka, forest• and wildlife

•anage~ent

proJects, shore

protection i•prov•••nt• and flood •anag•••nt programa.

Yeaterday. A-93 unani•oualy paaaed the the Aaae•bly
Appropriation• Co••ittae and we urge that each •e•ber of this
Co••ittee call for a favorable vote of the full Aase•bly a&

aoon as possible.

Step two in the fullf ill•ent of the Green Acre& legacy is an
i•••diate call £or aupport of a •iniaua • 800 •illion Graen
Acre• Bond Referendu• in 1989.
recent reco••endation of the

Thia i& con&i&tant with the

Governor~&

- 3 -

4x

Council on New Jersey

Outdoor• in targeting the protection of J73,000 acre& of new
public landa.

Even at thia level- thouaanda of acre& of

ariticel op•n .apac•• will b• loat within th• n•xt tan yenr&.
Our proJectiona indicate that our &tate'& Natural Re&ource&
progra•• will require over to

* 200

•illion annually to

retain a •ini•u• quality of environ•ent and to keep pace with
th• recreational develop•ent and

redevelop~ent

need& of our

citie• and towna. An • 800 •illion bond Referendu• coupled
with the atable aource of funding fro• the

Natur~l

Reaource&

Pr•••rvation and Reatoration Fund will keep pace with our

current and proJec:ted 21st Century de•anda.

In •Y introduction of NJRPA, I noted the diverae constituency
of our •••berahip.

I repeat this fact to eatabliah the

pri•ary role of our •••berahip aa aervice provider&.

Over

aeventy percent of the •e•bera of our Aaaociation are
involved in th• proviaion of facilitiea and service& in
9overn••ntal egenciea.

Govern•ent haa long played th•

do•inant role in the delivery 0£ recreation aervicea.
Although experiencing li•ita to per-capita growth due to
govern••ntal budget capa, aarvice expanaion continue& and
govern•ent •aintaina ita role aa the largest &ingle force in
recreation aervice delivery.

Service expanaion haa continued •oat effectively where public

agenciea have been allowed a level of flexibility and
innovation.

Thia Stat• ha• experienced a change of aervice

- 4 -
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philoaophy and operation in the pa&t decade, evolving fro• a
concept of govern•ental recreation aa a free service to an
orientation to apecific •arkat service pricing.

Recreational

f••• and chargea have beco•e an eatabliahed fact for •any
•unicipal and county agenciea.

Unfortunately, the great

•a3ority of aervice providera, eapecially at the Municipal
level, are li•ited fro• the direct uae of fee& for prograa

developaent and aaintenance coats.

The aingle •oat i•portant reco•aendation we offer for the
i•prove••nt of aervice delivery in local govern•ent settings

ia the enact•ent of legislation per•itting all public
recreation agenci•• to eatabli•h operating truat funda to
enable uaer feea to be co••itted to progra• aervice.

Thia

•uat be coupled, however, with a concern that uaer fee
develop••nt for progra• expan&ion not be acco•pliahed at the
expen•• of thoae di•abled, underprivileged or aged citizens
currently not aerved or underaarved.

Outdoor recreation aervice delivery ayateM& aust also &eek to
provide full phyaical acceaa for our disabled citizens.
Equal ace••• to outdoor recreation facilitiea and aervices
•uat be incorporated into all future open &pace, ahore
protection and outdoor recreation facility develop•ent
funding progra•a.

Our Aaaociation ha& worked eMtenaively in

support 0£ thia concept and we ·reapect£ully re£er the
Co••ittee to the 8§~2~~ 2i ~b~ ~Q~g~D2~~§ ggni§~§Dg§ QD
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19. 1985.

B§~gy[g~~

a• provided to Governor Kean on June

Thia report offers apecific reco••andationa

targeting th• special needs of disabled citizen&, including
prioritized funding for the rehabilitation, retrofitting and

pro•otion 0£ exiating £acilitiea to i•prove phyaical
acc•••ibility.

We alao concur with the need to i•prove the

planning and i•ple•entation of tranaportation service& to
recreational reaourcea for diaabled, disadvantaged and aged
reaidenta.

Our liat of priority concern• for open apace preservation and
r•cr•ational d•v•lop•ent could proceed for •any additional
pagea.

Rather than reatate th••• concerns we reco••end that

thi• Co••ittee review Qbg!l§DS§§

fg~ ~b§ fY~Y[§•

the report

of the Governor'• Council on New Jersey Outdoor& March 1987)

aa the beat poaaible au••ery 0£ New Jeraey'a outdoor
recreation and open apace needs.

The report generated very

•p•ci£ic and workabl• propoaala for action on what w•

~eel

are topic• of priority iaportance- the i•proved funding of

•aint•nance functions in our parklanda; the critical need for
iaprove•ent to urban recreation faciitiea, progra•& and staff
cred•ntial•J incorporation of the concepts of wellness and
phyaical vitality into our outdoor prograaMing; and expan&ion
of environ•ental education efforts to all uaer groups.

These

topic• deaerve the full review of the Legialature and we hope
that thi• Report will provide the foundntion of the your
anelyaia.

- 6 - ~~

I wi•h to conclude thi• te•tiaony with re£erence to two
reco•••ndationa •ad• by earlier atudiea.

The fir&t i& part

of th• proceeding• of the 1985

Conference on

Governor~a

Recreational Reaourc•• f ocuaing on the naeda of reaourca
•anager• and recreation aervice provider& for acceaa to
infor•ation and r•••arch.

We have yet to develop a aethod 0£

action or an agency reaponaibla for docuaenting the econo•ic,

aociologicel and p•ychological i•pact of what we preserve and
what aervic•• we provide.

While the Green Acre& progra•

•taff do•• a very credible Job of inforaation retrieval and
analy•i• for th• Statewide Coaprehenaive Outdoor Recreation
Plan <SCORP>. thia doe& not fulfill the greater need for data
in •upport of our •i••ion atate•anta. obJectivea and budget&.
The report augge•t• the cloae cooperation of State govern•ent
and our inatitution• of higher education in •eating thia
obJactive.

We reco•••nd the creation of a properly funded

reaearch inatitute in cooperation with the State University
ayat•• to acco•pliah this purpoae.

While conceivably

relegated to a low priority concern of your Co••ittae, our
Aaaociation augge•t• thia deaervea a very high priority in
view of it• long ter• potential for i•proving deciaion aaking
abilitie• and for building an infor•ed conatituency for the
~

Tt.door a •

Finally. the

Governor~•

Councii on New Jeraey Outdoor& Report

reco•••nded the aatabli•h•ent of a peraanent Council on New
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Jeraey Outdoor• to

analy7~

nnd refine the condition& uf New

Jeraey 1 a outdoor recreatiDnal

re~ourc~~

be charged with what aee• r.i; L!.~

hP on

''li

un d'::- r l

v

is Counci 1 should

i. nq

the•e o·f these

hearing•- t.hat t.h• i•prove•ent sud pro•otion of a
conaervation ethic and appreciation for New Jersey 1 a open
apac• r•aourc•• i• abaolutely nec•••ary for aurvival in this
country 1 a •oat densely populated state.

We need and deserve

equal atatua with thi& great state'& business and induatry
initiativea.

An active and per•anent Council will be

critical to building an intelligent and supportive
conatituency.

Thank you for offering •• the privilege of presenting this
t.eati•ony.

-

0

-
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NICHOLAS A. AMATO
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

COUNTY OF ESSEX

CARMINE E. CAPONE
DIRECTOR

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS, RECREATION
AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS
115 CLIFTON AVENUE
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07104
201 • 482-6400

STATEltENT FOR THE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE OM

CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES AND

E~ERGY

INTRODUCTION

The Essex County par!<s system has the distinction of being the first county i;>ark
system in the United States. Not only was Essex

~ounty

a forerunner in establishing a parks

system, but county officials enlisted the e:q>ertise of the world-renowned Frederick Law
Olmsted, Sr. and his associates in the design of our parks and reservations.
The people of Essex County are very proud of their parks system. Covering 5,663
acres and serving a county population of over 850,000, the system provides three golf
courses, three reservations, 13 parks, 63 tennis courts, two community centers, a zoo, an
environmental center and an ice skating complex. More than 500,000 peo{?le use the
county's ballfields and {?icnic areas each year and a staff of 200 provide recreational and
educational programming for county residents. A staff of more than 200 fight the constant
battle to maintain the parks.
The following issues ·and suggested solutions, are presented to the Committee in the
ho{?e that decisive measures will be taken to ensure an equitable balance between
development and the preservation of o{?en s{?ace in our populous state.
PRESERVATION OF OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION INCENTIVES

At the present time, the Green Acres program provides counties and munici{?alities the
opportunity to apply for assistance to acquire or develop recreational areas. However, after
1989 only a minimal amount of funding will be available.
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The Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors has recommended that the State
adopt a bond issue to provide for the acquisition of open space and the development of
recreation facilities. Since the Council reported a deficit of more than 370,000 acres of
open space, it is imperative that the legislature support a major bond issue within the year.
Without such support, valuable open space will be lost to development and "The Garden
State" will become a misnomer.
Further, it is essential that we provide a permanent source of funding "'{ithin the State
to assist local and regional agencies in the acquisition of open space as well as the
development and rehabilitation of existing facilities. One such source is the Natural
Resources Preservation and Restoration Fund. This legislation, first introduced in 1986, is
an integral part of the fight to preseve our dwindling natural resources. I urge the
Committee to utilize all your resources to ensure passage of this legislation in the near
future.
Another alternative to the problem of balancing development, open space and
recreation is to encourage local planning boards to develop an attractive incentive program
for developers to contribute land or money for recreational services within their"
communities. It is not appropriate to ask landowners to give up their property without some
type of compensation. However, an equitable solution would be to allow deveiopers to build
more units on less property, while maintaining the overall density. This "excess" property
could then be deeded to the local government for recreation use. If the property in question
is too small or not suitable for recreation, money ·could be placed in a special trust to be
used for aquisition or development of recreation facilities. In this way, the landowner would
not be injustly penalized and the community would benefit.
Another area of concern is the sale of open space by non-profit groups (i.e. Boy Scouts,
YMCA's) who are "land rich and cash poor." These areas should not be overlooked in our
quest to preserve open space and recreation facilities. These groups should be encouraged

l l,X
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to contact private conservation bodies that could purchase the property, build housing on a
portion of it and through deed restrictions, preserve the re:nainder as open space.
Transfer of development rights is another option that should be considered. Again, it
is a method that allows for the presevation of open space without undue harm to landowners.
MAINTENANCE

There is a growing need to develop an assistance program for counties and
municipalities to continue, as well as improve, ongoing maintenance operations and re?air of
existing facilities within their jurisdiction.
Within the ur!:lan areas of the State, there is a critical need to maintain existing park
and recreation facilities. Many counties and municipalities do not have the resources to
combat the problems of vandalism and neglect that have led to the severe deterioration of
existing facilities. Currently, most funding provides for the acquisition and development of
recreation areas. However, resources need to be made available to provide for the ongoing
maintenance of these areas.
In Essex County, one way we have addressed the increase in refuse removal is to
institute a refuse fee under our permit system. Collected monies are deposited in a
designated fund that is used to supplement the county budget for refuse removal within the
park system. Obviously, this is not the only solution. However, it is one that has worked
well in Essex County.
Planners, architects and engineers should be encouraged to look at the long term
maintenance costs

wh~n

planning to acquire open space or develop recreation facilities.

There is no benefit to the citizens if hundreds of thousands of dollars are spent to acquire
and/or develop facilities and then cannot be maintained.
CLOSING

The State Outdoor Recreation Plan needs to continue to move beyond the Green Acres
Program. However, to do this they will need additional staff. If given the proper resources,
Green Acres will be able to actively assist local communities in the development of an open

IJJ
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space/recreation master plan. This process would help ensure the implementation of the
Green Acres Plan. The Bureau of Recreation should also be involved with such an outreach
program.
The previously mentioned incentives, as well as those suggested by others appearing
before this Committee, to preserve open space and improve recreation facilities need the
support of the State to be effective. The initial response to the State Development and
Redevelopment Plan indicates an acceptance of the need for planning on a statewide oasis
and the importance of preserving our natural resources. Further, the 1383 survey conducted
by the Center for Public Interest Polling clearly states that New J erseyans place more
importance on the i;>reservation of open space than economic growth. This is not to say we
should discourage development within the state. However, we do need to balance that
development with the preservation of open space.
It is time for all of us to stop reacting to crisis situations and become more pro-active
in our approach to future trends and needs of our residents.

Carmine E. Capone
Director
Essex County Department of Parks,
Recreation and Cultural Affairs
115 Clifton Avenue
Newark, NJ 0710·1
(201) 482-6400
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Testimony of Thomas Wells, Assistant Director
New Jersey Conservation Foundation
Before the
Assembly Corrunittee on Conservation, Natural Resources and Energy
Concerning methods of preserving open lands and
providing recreational opportunities in New Jersey
April 21, 1988, Basking Ridge, New Jersey

GOOD MORNING.

I AM PLEASED TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE

IN THESE DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING NEW JERSEY'S OPEN SPACE AND
RECREATIONAL NEEDS.

THE CENTRAL MISSION OF THE NEW JERSEY

CONSERVATION FOUNDATION OVER THE LAST QUARTER-CENTURY HAS BEEN
TO PROMOTE PRESERVATION OF OPEN SPACE THROUGHOUT THE STATE.
ALTHOUGH NEW JERSEY HAS TAKEN GREAT STRIDES TO SET ASIDE OPEN
LANDS DURING THIS PERIOD, THE CURRENT PACE OF DEVELOPMENT
THREATENS TO ENGULF WHAT REMAINS, IF WE DO NOT ACT SWIFTLY.
NEW JERSEY HAS SUBSTANTIALLY CHANGED IN CHARACTER IN THE
LAST DECADE.

SPRAWL HAS SEEN TO THAT.

OUR NEW ECONOMY, BASED

ON INFORMATION AND SERVICE AND AIDED BY THE MOST INTENSIVELY
DEVELOPED HIGHWAY SYSTEM IN THE COUNTRY, HAS MADE A CITY OF OUR
STATE.

THE DEMAND

1

FOR PROTECTION OF CRITICAL AREAS AND

RECREATIONAL OPEN SPACE IS UNPRECEDENTED.

NOT ONLY ARE PRESENT

FUNDING LEVELS INADEQUATE, BUT NEW MECHANISMS MUST BE PUT IN
PLACE AND FOSTERED TO MEET PRESENT AND FUTURE NEEDS.
THE LEGISLATION CURRENTLY BEFORE THE
BY ASSEMBLYMAN ANTHONY VILLANE, IS AN
RIGHT DIRECTION.

ASSEMr~Y,

ESSE~TIAL

SPONSORED

STEP IN THE

A-93 MUST BE SUPPORTED, TO SUPPLY A STABLE

SOURCE OF FUNDING FOR NATURAL RESOURCE FUNCTIONS.
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THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON NEW
JERSEY OUTDOORS ARE COMPREHENSIVE, AND THERE IS AN URGENT NEED
FOR THEIR IMPLEMENTATION.·
NEW CONCEPTS ALSO NEED TO BE EXPLORED:

*

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY LAND BANKS, FUNDED BY DEDICATED PORTIONS

OF THE REALTY TRANSFER FEE, MERIT CONSIDERATION.
ARE IN PLACE IN OTHER STATES.

SUCH PROGRAMS

ANOTHER POTENTIAL SOURCE OF FUNDING

IS AN EXCESS CAPITAL GAINS TAX ON REALTY TRANSFERS, SIMILAR TO
THAT WHICH IS USED IN VERMONT.

*

THE "RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL" CONCEPT SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO

ALL LANDS RECEIVING PREFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT UNDER '!'HE FARMLAND
ASSESSMENT ACT.

THIS RIGHT SHOULD BE TRANSFERABLE

LAND TRUST GROUPS, AS IT IS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

TO PRIVATE

A-1361, SPONSORED

BY ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAUREEN OGDEN, SHOULD BE SUPPORTED.

*

THE TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS, NOW IN LEGISLATION (A-456)

SPONSORED BY ASSEMBLYMAN ROBERT SHINN, DESERVES SUPPORT.
ADDITIONAL FUNDING TO THE STATE NATURAL LANDS TRUST IS NEEDED
TO INSURE THAT THIS AGENCY HAS THE STAFF AND RESOURCES TO:

1. ACCEPT AND MAINTAIN WETLANDS AND BUFFER AREAS THAT WILL
BE MADE AVAILABLE TO IT AS A RESULT OF THE RECENTLY ENACTED
FRESHWATER WETLANDS LEGISLATION:
2. PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR REGULAR INTERACTION AND
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE NATURAL LANDS TRUST AND THE WETLANDS
MITIGATION COUNCIL, AND
3. PROVIDE INCENTIVES FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL LAND
TRUSTS, SUCH AS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND START-UP GRANTS.

ISX
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THE OPEN LANDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, WHICH OFFERS GRANTS TO
PRIVATE LANDOWNERS WHO PERMIT PUBLIC ACCESS, IS BY FAR THE LEASTCOST METHOD OF PROVIDING PUBLIC PASSIVE RECREATION.

BILLS TO

PROVIDE FUNDING FOR THIS PROGRAM, SPONSORED BY ASSEMBLYMAN
RODNEY FRELINGHUYSEN (A-338) AND SENATOR FRANK PALLONE (S-1563)
DESERVE SWIFT PASSAGE.
IN RECENT YEARS, THE LAND-USE REGULATORY SYSTEM AT THE STATE
AND LOCAL LEVELS HAS PLACED INCREASING AMOUNTS OF ENVIRONMENTALLY
SENSITIVE LAND OFF LIMITS TO DEVELOPMENT.

HOWEVER, THE POTENTIAL

OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES THESE LANDS COULD PROVIDE
IS OFTEN LOST, IN PART, BECAUSE THERE IS NO COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING
FRAMEWORK TO GUIDE THE.IR USE FOR OPEN SPACE PURPOSES.

THE STATE,

THROUGH THE DEP, COULD PROMOTE ESTABLISHMENT OF GREENWAYS AT
THE LOCAL AND COUNTY LEVELS THROUGH THE PROVISION OF TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE AND PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION GRANTS TO LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS.

THESE GRANTS COULD BE MODELED AFTER THOSE

ADMINISTERED BY THE DIVISION OF COASTAL RESOURCES UNDER THE
STATE'S COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.
THE FUTURE SUCCESS OF NEW JERSEY'S OPEN SPACE PRESERVATION
EFFORTS WILL DEPEND UPON DEVELOPING A WIDE DIVERSITY OF METHODS
IMPLEMENTED IN A TRUE SPIRIT OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL AND PRIVATE/
PUBLIC COOPERATION.
WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE PART IN THESE VERY
TIMELY AND IMPORTANT DISCUSSIONS.

•
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audubon society

P.O. BOX 125 • 790 EWING AVENUE• FRANKLIN LAKES. N.J. 07417 • (201) 891-1211

Apr i 1 21,. 1988

STATEMENT OF NEW JERSEY AUDUBON SOCIETY TO THE ASSEMBLY
COMMITTEE ON CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY
ON PRESERVING OPEN LANDS

l am Richard Kane, Director 0£ Conservation, New Jersey
Audubon Society, speaking £or the Society today.
New Jersey Audubon Society is a non-pro£it organization 0£
some 10,000 members with a mission in conservation,
environmental education and wildli£e research.
We have
been interested £rom our beginnings in the conservation 0£
open lands and we maintain 15 sanctuaries around the state as
wildli£e habitat and open space £or passive recreation.
We
have testi£ied at length on this issue 0£ open space
conservation be£ore the state planning commission and the
Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors.
We think the time is right for a state push to acquire
several hundred thousand acres of open space.
The recent
£reshwater wetlands legislation has made i t harder to develop
in 300,000 acres 0£ previously unprotected wetlands.
The
Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors targets 373,000
acres £or protection.
There have been bills proposed which
would establish a permanent £unding source 0£ some 50 million
annually £or natural resources.
Watershed tax relief would
complement these e££orts nicely.
The sentiment of New Jersey
citizens is clearly £or open space, wildli£e habitat and
areas £or active and passive recre5tion.
No Green Acres Bond
Issue has ever failed in the state--every one has passed.
Citizens contribute hundreds 0£ thousands 0£ dollars to the
tax check-off for wildlife.
Some 189 organizations in New
Jersey backed the Freshwater Wetlands Bill.
Clearly the
£acts conspire to urge the state to acquire g~~!!~Y open
space.
The circumstances are right; the tools are ther~; the
people want it.

New Jersey Audubon is most concerned, however, with
l~nQ§

are chosen for open space conservation.

~h~~

That question

CAPE ~AY BIRD OBSERVATORY, Box 3, Cape May Point 08212, (609) 884-2736 •LORRI MER NATURE CENTER, 790 Ewing Avenue,
Franklin Lak~s 07417, (201) 891-1211 •OWL HAVEN, P.O. Box 26, Tennent 07763, (201) 780-7007 • RANCOCAS NATURE CENTER
Rancocas Road, Mount Holly 08060, (609) 261-2495 •SCHERMAN/HOFFMAN SANCTUARIES, Hardscrabble Road,
'
Bernardsville 07924, (201) 766-5787
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is e~!Q~ to the question of h2~ to preserve land.
We would
like £irst to direct attention toward ~hi~h lands are to be
preserved and then talk about the h2~·
The state's Outdoor
Recreation Plan of 1984 ranked recreational activities by
popularity according to number 0£ man-days.
Walking ranked
#3; nature walking ranked #9; and birding ranked #12.
These
ranked ahead 0£ most active recreation and most sports.
Organizations concerned with wild lands are all increasing
their memberships rapidly in this state.
Our own membership
has tripled in £ive years.
These £acts suggest that much of
the land to be targeted £or acquisition should be quality
open space, good wildli£e habitat, and viable £or our
increasing passive recreational needs.
Also, there needs to be a concerted effort to acquire ~h~
lands £or wildlife conservation and £or recreation, not
merely what is cheap and available, to reach the desirable
quota.
Too often open space preservation can be controlled
by those £actors and not necessarily Q~ n~~g2 ~n2 e~i2~i~i~2·
A priority often neglected, £or example, has been the
conservation of lands for migratory birds.
As a principal
flyway stat~ on the Atlantic coast, New Jersey sports the 4th
highest bird list among the states.
Submitted with this
testimony is our New Jersey Audubon White Paper on migratory
bird conservation, with recommendations £or conservation 0£
certain corridors in the state which are critical to the
needs of some 349 bird species.
New Jersey also has, because
of its latitude and diverse physiographic regions, an
interesting and diverse blend of southern and northern
vegetation, reptiles, amphibians and mammals, in addition
to its birds.
These resources are closely tied to emerging
patterns of passive recreation demands.
There are good lands
here to preserve for those purposes.
Q~~~

Recent circumstances and the quality of the land urge a
priority push to acquire open space in the northern central
highlands region of New Jersey.
The accompanying maps
proposing a highlands forest preserve in North Jersey show
whi~
lands are already state-owned.
By picking up lands in
the Newark Watershed, Sterling Forest,
nd other smaller
areas, a large contiguous forest preserve of optimal wildlife
habitat and excellent recreational quality could be created.
The regional plan association recently called for a necklace
of open space in the northern area because 0£ heavy tri-state
development.
The State Pl~nning Commission urged the protection of water supplies, wildlife habitat, steep slopes,
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wetlands and sensitive natural areas,. especially ..... large
parts 0£ northern Passaic County and the mountain areas in
Oakland and Mahwah are listed as areas where growth should be
limited." Recently a citizens' group has urged the preservation 0£ Pyramid Mountain in Kinnelon and Montville,. the
watershed £or Boonton Reservoir,. and the county was approached with a proposal to e££ect a land swap 0£ a parcel
in Morristown to protect the Watershed area £rom development,.
and preserve habitat and_open space.
These latter areas are
on the periphery 0£ this proposed highlands reserve.
These
circumstances make the idea 0£ a highlands reserve even more
appealing.
The centerpiece 0£ the proposal is the Pequannock CNewark)
Watershed <green on the accompanying map) which is owned by
the City of Newark and is Newark's water supply.
This area
is perhaps the best tract available in the northern part of
the state,. with high quality wildlife habitat,. lakes and
existing trails for recreation,. and important wetlands and
rich forests that protect the water supply • . We £eel it
should be number· one in the state's effort to acquire needed
open space both because it is high quality and because i t is
near growth and population centers in Morris,. Passaic, Essex
~nd Bergen Counties.
The Newark Watershed is 35,.000 acres.
About 20,.000 acres have been declared ••suitable" for development in the recent study done for the NWCDC.
The remaining
15,.000 acres presumably are steep sides and wetlands, unsuitable for development.
The land lies in Sussex, Morris
and Passaic Counties, and,. if preserved in its entirety,.
would link the £orests at Picatinny to the other highland
areas now owned by the state, and would preserve the best
land in the highlands.
The 15,.000 acres unsuitable £or
development might not have to be acquired by the state if
they are regulated by the Wetlands Bill and steep side
ordinances.
In effect, by acquiring the 20,.000 acres
declared suitable for development,. a contiguous preserve
0£ 100,.000 acres would be created.
However it is done,. the
entire 35,000 acres should be protected,. either by purchase,.

or by purchase plus regulation, or by some kind of
partnership with Newark.
Other select lands in addition to the Newark Watershed where
open space preservation efforts should be focused include the
Hunterdon Plateau,. the Sourland Mountains,. the Delaware River
Corridor,. Passaic River wetlands, Rockaway Valley, Raritan
Estu~ry,. the Ramapo Mountain area,. the Delaware Bay Shore,.
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Cumberland County tracts, and the Cape May Peninsula.
Where
federal or county efforts make state acquisition unnecessary,
then state efforts should be turned to other tracts.
For
instance, this may occur in the Cape May peninsula, if the
proposed Cape May National Wildlife Refuge becomes a reality.
In order to preserve open space for conservation and
we encourage the £ol1owing measures:

r~creation,

1.

A bond issue of some S200 million or more £or acquisition
0£ some of the lands we have described.
Green Acres Bond
Issues have never been defeated by New Jersey voters.

2.

A permanent and stable source of funding for preservation
and restoration of natural resources to the tune of 50 or
60 million per year, so that acquisition and restoration
can be planned and not be forced to occur haphazardly.

3.

Perhaps monies from th~ state surplus could be used for
acquisition of open space.
It would be an investment in
the !uture.
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9. Silas Condict Park
10.Farny Stat• Park
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White Paper on Migrating Birds

irds are an integral pan of our world.
Thev are a vital thread in the web of
all iiving things. They enhance
: quality of life on earth. They serve as
aportant indicators of environmental
altb and stability. They are economically
:neficial and may play key roles that we. as
:~ do not apprehend-roles that the survi1 of our species may depend upon.
The survival of birds. as with all living
ings. is tied to habitaL The right amount
1d the right kind insures survival. Historally, protection efforts have focused upon
Lbitat where birds nest. More recently, the
:struction of the South American rain
rests (where many of "our" birds spend
1er half their lives) bas forced us to a global
msciousn~. We now know that uni~
intering habitat is preserved. too. the birds
at we call .. ours .. will cease to exist.
What has been largely overlooked in the
obal picture is the habitat that birds require
LJring their long migrations-a grave
tistake. Migratory habitat is just as critical
; nesting and wintering habitats because it
rovides food and sanctuary during the most
ilngerous and stres.mll period in a bird's life.
iithout proper habitat at key links along
ae migration routes, global protection
Ions will come to nothing. Protect all of
ae mixed deciduous and coniferous woodLnds of the Northeast, protect all of the
iountainous forests of Venezuela and
'.olombia, and Canada Warblers would still
ecline if the habitat they depend upon
uring migration dwindles.
What few people in our state realize is
iat New Jersey, the most populated state in
lorth America, is one of those key
ligration links. For some speci~ it is the
nly link.
loused within our borders can be found:
- The largest ha wk migration in North
America; more than a quarter of a
million hawks, eagl~ and vultures every
autumn.
- The second largest concentration of
migrating shorebirds in the Continental
United States; one million birds dependent upon the beaches of Delaware Bay
during the month of May.
- An avian diversity su~ only uy the
southern states of Texas, California, and
Florida.

3

Why is New Jersey so critical to migrating
>irds?
1ECAusE: New Jersey is a coastal state and the
Atlantic Ocean poses a barrier to
migration. Birds, accordingly, concentrate along the coast.
1ECAUSE: New Jersey lies along the route
linking key nesting areas of Nonh

America to wintering areas in South
America.
BECAUSE: New Jersey's northwest comer is
pan of the Appalachian mountain
system. a flight path used by birds
for 200,000 years.
BH:AUSE: New Jersev's coast offers the first
(and last) ;ignificant wetlands suitable for shorebirds on their way
from (and to) the arctic.
er:cAusE: New Jersev has a tremendous diversity of habitats that may be utilized
by many different species: forest.
marsh, gnmland. lakes, islands, river
valleys. swamps. mountains, beaches, mudflats. rivers. and streams.
m:AUSE: The largest concentration of Horseshoe Crabs in the world lay their
eggs in Delaware Bay and provide
an irreplaceable source of food for
shorebirds each spring.
JKAUSE: Over 903 of the birds that use the
New Jersey coast each fall are immature, without the survival or
foraging skills of adults; thus the
importance of sufticiept habitat is
magnified.
Ml:AUSE: New Jersey has one of the world's
most important migratory bottlenecks-Cape May.
ea:AUSE: Of New Jersey's 349 regularly
occurring bird species, only 21 are
nonmigratory; and of our 200
breeding species. 179 are migratory.
The problem is that habitat tsential to
migrating birds is being lost at an alarming
me and land preservation efforts are inadeqmte. Protection strategics are still geared
for breeding and wintering birds or for
individual threatened species.
Even more alarming, management practia:s in areas that are protected and are used
by migrating birds often render habitat l~
Slit.able for use by migrating birds. For
C'Jlalllple, if woodlands are cut to increase
bleeding habitat for woodcock, ninety
species of woodland birds are prevented
fimn foraging during migration. For exampk, water levels in impoundment pools are
let high, even when seasonally lowering
loels would create habitat for thousands of
sJmrebirds.
The New Jersey Audubon Society belaes that the need for migratory bird
hmitat is the weak link in global protection
diorts and that unl~ the needs of migrating
bills are recognized and met, numbers of
Narth America's birds will continue to
dl:lcline. We believe that New Jersey plays a
b:y role and that research, preservation, and
1-d management efforts in both the public
w· private sectors must focus on the needs

of migrating birds. The purchase of Higbee
Beach bv the New Jersev Division of Fish.
Game and Wildlife: the Nature Conservancy's South Cape May Meadows Preserve: and. more recently. the designation of
the Delaware Bay Sister Shorebird Reserves
are models of insight. We want to see more
like them. In addition. we feel that the
following specific actions should be taken:

1.

guidelines be established to assist
developers building in known migration
corridors.
2. THAT tax incentives be .established for
large land holders (private and corporate)
who maintain their holdings for migrating bird use.
3. THAT migration figure more prominently
in school environmental curricula and
national educational packages and
programs.
4. THAT bird migration data be incorporated
into existing state and private wildlife
inventories.
5. THAT the needs of migrating birds be
assigned to the same plane of interest and
· resource allocation accorded breeding
species.
6. THAT management strategies recognize
the needs of migrating .birds and equally
consider the benefits of serving breeding
birds and the potential 1~ to migrants.
7. 1llAT management strategies that benefit
one or a few species be replaced by
strategies that benefit larger numbers of
species.
8. THAT buffer zones be established around
wetlands, both protected and unprotected.
9. THAT cenain key areas, or "New Jersey
Flyways" not now fully protected be
designated as ...migration corridors" and
that conservation strategies be developed
within them. These areas are:
The entire Kittatinny Ridge
Pequannock Watershed
Wawayanda Plateau
Hunterdon Plateau
Sourland Mountains
Delaware River Corridor
Palisades Region
Hackensack Meadows
All Passaic Wetlands
Rockaway Valley
Watchung Ridges
Raritan River Estuary Wetlands
Ramapo Mountain Area
Black River Wetlands
Garden State Parkway Corridor
Delaware Bay marshes and coast
Cape May Peninsula
Cumberland County
THAT
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THE INCREDIBLE ACCIDENT
Thirty-five minutes from Manhattan, within an hour's drive of
sixty percent of New Jersey's residents, lies the greatest natural
treasure in New Jersey--The New Jersey Highlands.
That a Canadianzone forest should exist at all in temperature New Jersey is a
geologic accident.
That a pristine wilderness should have endured
here for so long is a miracle.
But out of accident and miracles this
generation has been granted a treasure whose value lies beyond any
price--because it is irreplaceable.
The key to this treasure is a 35,000 acre tract:
the Newark
Watershed, the largest private landholding in the state.
The tract
borders on Hamburg WMA, Waywayanda State Park, and Farney State Park,
along with private, federal, and municipal natural areas.
Protect
the watershed and it becomes the foundation of a 100,000-acre
wilderness--a greenbelt to knit the highlands together.
Those who see the watershed for the first time are inevitably
shocked.
A place this wild and this beautiful seems out of place in
New Jersey--and it is!
Minutes off Route 23, your road plunges into
hemlock ravines and navigates ridges crowned with native white pine.
Black bears, coyote, porcupine, mink and otter are found here.
Native brook trout live their silent lives in streams that run in
rivulets of sunlight and shadows.
The birds--sharp-shinned hawks, winter wrens, myrtle warbler,
white-throated sparrow--are found again no closer than the
Adirondacks: the plants that are found--wild calla, leatherleaf, star
flower and bog rosemary--recall an age when ice ruled the land.
How did this miracle survive?
In part because the land
protected itself.
The steep granite slopes shrugged off would-be
residents; the thin, acid soil was intolerant of agriculture.
And as
New Jersey's population grew, the water that fell and was filtered by
the land became a treasure.
In 1900, thirty-five thousand acres of
the watershed was purchased and safeguarded by the city 0£ Newark.
For nearly a century, the highlands have maintained their integrity
by paying ransom in the currency of all living things--water.
But
the economic scale has tipped.
Land in New Jersey, even poor land,
has become more valuable than.water.
Very soon, the watershed will
begin paying a tribute in !gng to development.
The New Jersey Highlands are a wilderness with all its blessings
and all the vulnerability of wilderness.
~DY development, DQ m~~~~~
hQ~ g~n~~QY§ ~h~ ~2n!nSL destroys the fabric of wilderness.
And we
are le£t with a patchwork woodland--no different than any other.
Only 10% 0£ the area 92~19 be developed.
A pitiful gain for a
tremendous loss to New Jersey's citizens.
In.the New Jersey Highlands, we have been granted one last
opportunity to not repeat the mistake of those who preceded us.
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The area's :::ir6life has beer:. ex-:ensively ciocu:-:ent:.ec oy :ield wor}:
o-=. the Urne:- Ornithological Club o.: Newark, of l~ev: J-::rsey Audubon Societ·v
and of Wate:-shed Watch througt regular b:-eedinq bir~ surveys foorr
the late 1960's throuah the la~e 1980's. In fact it is one of the
best:. reported areas o~nithologically in the state and deservedly
so. What gives the "atershed its bird diversity and abundance is
firs~ of all i~E fores't size, anc secondl: i~s variec forest habita~s: hemloci:-harawooc, laurel slopes, spruce piantin9s, woociec
swamps ane bogs. Al~ of these are excellent for di£ferent species.
Marshes, we~ meadows and lake sho:-es are also valua!::lle birG. habi·ta~s.
The resiaen-: birc population includes many of Nev..· Jersey's hawks
and owls; many boreal species charac~eris~ic o: northern forests
anc hiah elevations, like Hermi~ Thrush, Win~er Wren, Golden-crownec
Kinglef, Red-breastec Nuthatch, Blackburnian Warbler; many forest
long distance migrants(FLM's) between here and the tropics, such
as Hoodec and Worm-eating Warblers, Veery, Ovenbird, cuckoos anc
tanagers; and finally, a number o= wetland species: Great Blue
Heron, Virginia Rail, Pied-billed Grebe, Conunor. Moorhe~, Red-winged
Blackbird and Wood Duck. Especially interesting for birds are
Cherry Riage, Bearfort Mountain, both sides of Route 515, Arvin
Meado~, both sides of Clinton Road and, at certain seasons, the
reservoirs and lakes.
The Watershed, although it is near growth areas in four counties,
remains a wilderness. Preciiselv because it is near a lot 0£ oeoole
its natural value~ become more lrnportant to preserve. Ne~ Jer~eyAudubon has identif i_ed the area as one of the key migra-:.iol' corriciors in the state. Watershed Watch is to be commendedfor rttaintainino uo-to-date innorrr,ation on th~ reaion's bird life. Bird conco~se~vation in the Watershed will n~eci to concentrate on maintaining forest size, especially hemlock-hardwood, laurel slopesanc
spruce plantations to assure diversity. Ongoing inventories of
boreal species ~nd enaangered-threatenec species should be maintaine~. Ketlands and shorelines need to be protected. Too much

edge effect from development may result in immigration o=
suburban soecies that will cornoe~e wi~h fores~ distance rnicran~s.
1-. recent study reportec in Wilson Bu2.letin underscored the - i.rnpo!"tance alsc
irnrnigratior. frorr. nearb~· fores::.s bv forest soecies
to maintain the abundance of FL~ s. Isolation o! fores~ preserves
was shown to reduce both density and species richness at 6 sites
of hemlock-hardwood in the Northeast. Isoia~ior. alsc increases
immigration of suturban(eage) species. Species found to be dec:-easinc at these 6 sites because of suburban immiaration anc
destruction of surrounding forest are: Red-eyed Vireo, America~
Redstart, Hooded Warbler, Eastern Wood-peweee, Canada Warbler,
Black-throated Green Warbler and Ovenbird.All of these are in
the Pequannock watershed. The only effective rnauagement too:
for conservation of these now com.~on but declining forest birds
of the Peauannock Watershed is forest oreservation before they
become endangerec.
·
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PASSAIC RIVER COALITION
246 MADISONVILLE ROAD, BA~.(ING RIDGE, NJ 07920 (201) 766-i550

Hearings on Open Space, Assembly Committee on Energy and the
Environment. Held at the Scnierset County Environmental Edt:cc:ition
Center. Basking Ridge, April 21, 1988
Presented by Ella F. Filippone, Ph.D •• Executive Administrator
The Passaic River Coalition is an urban watershed association
with its headquarters here in Basking Ridge. we have since 1969
been involved in the many and varied elements of water and land
management. concentrating on the 112 municipalities in the
Passaic River Basin.
During this time. we have participated in the several Green Acre
Bond Issue initiatives. and worked with certain municipalities to
obtain funds under this program to acquire environmentally
sensitive lands. In the early days of the Green Acres program,
there was little focus on specific goals for land acquisition.
It was pretty much a program for those who bad an interest in
acquiring prime lands and/ or buildings. Under this approach some
fine lands and buildings were preserved: however. missing was a
defined purpose for the program. When Hermia Lechner took over
the administration of the Green Acres program several years ago.
a new approach come to the office. which took into consideration
the environmental sensitivities of land. which was a g~ant step
forward. So that over the years. we have seen the Green Acres
program undertake acquisitions and responsibilities of
considerable merit.
For the future. needless to ~ay, the State of New Jersey must
commit considerable moneys for needed acquisitions because of
anticipated interpretations of laws already passed. which are
vital to maintain the environmental integrity of certain areas of
our state. Acquisition of riverfront parks. such as our Passaic
River Restoration Project. should have a high priority. Setback
requirements in development and redevelopment should be required
on all riverbanks with public access where possible. Our Passaic
River Restoration Project. which is currently in a major phase of
planning. got started with a smal 1 grant to develop a Master Plan
from the Office of Coastal Resources. The County of Bergen
provided administrative funds to keep the project going. and
·during that time. through our efforts, an element of the 'Weter
Resources Developm· .it Act of 1986 will bring $5 million for the
final implementat.-on of the project. This effort will be new
parkland to Harrison, Kea=ny. North Arlington, Lyndhurst,
Rutherfortl. East Rutherford. and Garfield. A key element is that
each of these towns also got their initial acquisition money from
Green Acres. which translate into the non-federal match. Our
project is unique because we have the cost sharing needed to
undertake thiE federal project.

Our problem is that no program currer.tly exists within the N.J.
Department of Environmental Protection which would allow the PRRP
to go up-river into the freshwater area. Such planning funds
should be made available.
Emergency funds must be established.
Al 1 too often
environmentally sensitive lands are threatened by development.
and the. money is not readily available. The Pyran:id Mountain
project in Montville and Kinnelon is such an example. Wetlands
throughout the Passaic Basin fall into this category. and should
be acquired so that we are freed from development attempts. I
doubt whether those of us who have spent so much time and effort
to work for the passage of the Wetlands Act can curtail the
attempts toward development of these sensitive lands because of
the technicalities of definition and delineation. Currently. we
are being overwhelmed with applications which go to the wetland
line. and al 1 too often this line is conservative. A substantial
amount of money should be dedicated to acquiring these lands now.
For the future. we should also recognize that lands which provide
recharge to our aquifer areas should be preserved. Such lands.
which would be added to the wellhead protection area to be known
as ground water protection zone~ should also have a high
priority.
Each municipality should be required to inventory its open space
lands and its future n·eeds. Contained within these plans should
also be a section on th~ cultural heritage of a community.
Historic buildings in these to~'"Ils should be noted. inventoried.
photographed. and records kept. From this work should come an
element cf each town's master plan. which would concentrate on
open space acquisition. and th~ establishment of parks. either in
the formal sense. for recreation. or as wildlife habitat.
In that same vein. all counties should be required to establish a
County Open Space Master Plan. Our urban counties. which bad
established parks during the 19th Century. should reexamine these
"jewels" of New-Jersey, and restore and maintain them. Essex
County's Olmstead· parks should be much better maintained. and if
the county does not have the resources to do so. the State should
do all it can to aid not only in a restoration. but in an
education program to allow the public to know how important these
parks are. I doubt that a majority of the residents of Essex
County know that the person who designed Br.anch Brook Park, Eagle
Rock Reservation. a Park. and the South Mountain Reservation j~
the same person who designed Central Park in New York City.
The N.J. Green Acres Office should undertake a special study to
identify lands held by nonprofit agencies. which can no longer
hold on to their land. An example of such a problem is the land
which was donated to the Boy Scouts in ~he Palisades by John D.
Rockefeller in the 1940's. and which has been the subject of much
concern by the citizens of the area. While the agreement between
the Scouts and the Rockefeller family clearly indicated that this
lend could be sold at some time. we must wonder whether this was
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the intent, tiven the dedication to land preservation of the
donor family. Certainly, these types of situations will arise in
the future, and the State should be ready to act, and not be
dependent on nonprofit land conservation agencies for assistance.
We have been appalled at the State's position on the Kuser
Mansion at High Point State Park. This park was the first land
donated to the State of Ne~ Jersey ~y the Kuser family. For New
Jersey. this park is comparable to what Yellowstone is to the
National Park System. This mansion should be restored, and if
because of state regulations it becomes too costly. why can't
regulations be made to bypass these cumbersome rules and permit
private intervention.
Finally. we come to the most important land areas in New Jersey
--- those lands which are considered the watersheds for water
supply of the State. Some are currently owned by the water
purveyors, and certain of these lands in Bergen and Morris County
are being sold off because of a ruling by the Public Utilities
Commission. The pub lie is outraged, and were funds avail ab le, we
would hope the State could have interceded. However, this crisis
is currently ongoing. Looking at the consultants report, for
example, on the sale of. lands by the Hackensack Water Company's
subsidiary, Riverdale Realty. much of the reasoning for this
action stems from a lack of interest in such lands through the
laws of the State of New Jersey. This must be changed. These
watershed lands are as important as parkland. yet it is taxed
according ·to the whims of the municipol.ity in which it is
located. Some of these lands are in another municipality and
owned by another, which if new technology makes water treatment
easier. the specter of income may entice a municipality to sell
off these lands. The horror of such activities calls for action
towards preservation and the ~eed to create innovative p~ograms

for both the water purveyor and the local municipality. Most of
al 1 it cal ls for a totally new attitude toward the way these
watershed lands are perceived. They are as important for the
public good as parks. and should at the least receive the same
tax exempt treatment.
We have been through our Flood Plain Watch working with a vast
network of groups in northern New Jersey for the preservation of
the Ramapo Mountain area. Sterling Forest lands, etc. These
lands should become a special project of the State so that over
time a vast area of open space.crowns the Garden State from the
Delaware Water Gap to the Hudson.
We have attempted to limit our comments so that most of our
concerns could be presented in ten minutes, an all to short a
time for such a important subject.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate.
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association cf new jarsey
environmental commissinns

Testimony before Assembly Committee on Conservation, Natural
Resources and Energy
April 21, 1988
Sally Dudley
Executive Director, Association of New Jersey Environmental
Commissions
The Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions is a
non-profit educational organization for the state's 300
municipal and county environmental commissions.
For nearly
20 years our members have been working with local planning
and zoning boards, county, state and federal agencies to
protect valuable natural resources
and provide recreational
opportunities in their communities through a variety of qpen
space preservation techniques.
We commend the Committee for
taking the time to ~each out to citizens across the state on
this very ~mportant subject.
As in so many areas of environ~ental protection, New Jersey
has been a leader in open space protection.
The state's
pioneering Green Acres program has enabled municipalities to
create hundreds of recreational areas and set aside thousands
of acres of open space for future generations.
It is
important to remember that the Green Acres program has
benefited New Jersey's residents in the obvious ways of
opening up recreational opportunities,
It has also helped
prevent costly public expenditures for pollution control by
protecting natural resource areas like watersheds, forests
and acquifer areas.
And by making our qommunities
attractive places to live and work, it has made a substantial
contribution to our state's healthy economy.
As you have heard from others, the Green Acres program is not
able to meet the genuine and documented demands.
For the
last several years, Green Acres has had $20 million available
for loans and grants to local units of government.
This year
alone Green Acres received more than $90 million in
applications.
The Governor's Council on New Jersey Outdoors
has identified an $800 million need if New Jersey is to meet
the miniumum needs 0£ its citizens for open space
preservation and recreational opportunities.

3GO mendham road, route 24 o box 157, mendham, new jersey 079'15 • telephone 201-539-7547

Funds from the last Green Acres Bond issue -- passed with
overwhelming support by the voters less than five years ago
-- will soon be exhausted. The pressures to convert our
remaining open land to housing developments, office parks and
shopping centers are incredibly strong.
Private landowners
are being offered fabulous amounts of money by developers.
Water companies and non-profit organizations like the Boy
Scouts,
are beginning to see their land holdings as a
financial resource rather than a natural and social resource
and are offering substantial tracts of land for sale.
Recognizing that there is no "second chance" to preserve
land, local government officials are constantly looking for
ways they can protect significant open space areas in their
towns.
They recognize the environmental and economic
benefits of open space preservation.
The state-local
partnership that the Green Acres program has fostered has
been a vital force for New Jersey's economic and
environmental health.
It is vital that we work together to
enable that partnership to continue in the years to come.
There are a number of steps that New Jersey can take to
preserve open lands and provide recreational opportunites in
the future.
First, ~need adequate and stable funding for the state's
natural resource programs.
The Natural Resources
Preservation Fund, approved by the Assembly Appropriations
Committee just yesterday would establish that stable
financial base.
I urge you to support that bill. With a
stable source of funding, for the first time state and local
governments to look at their natural resource base, identify
the areas that need to be preserved and work to set those
areas aside.
While the Natural Resources Preservation Fund will establish
a stable source of funding, it will not meet the documented
needs of NJ's counties and municipalities.
A $200 million
Green Acres bond issue, incorporating the Green Trust concept
to allow funds to be recycled and stretched would provide
state and local agencies with the financial resources needed
to acquire the most threatened areas.
Second we need to encourage the use of open space
preservation techniques that do not recuire outright
Qurchase.
As land prices escalat
in New Jersey i t is ever
more important ~~r government agencies to be able to use
creative techniques to protect open space for preservation
and recreation. For example, legislation enabling
municipalies to transfer development rights could go a long
way toward protecting recreation and agricultural lands at
less cost to the taxpayer than outright fee acquisition.
Finally, we need to establish

~

system of greenwa'l§_ to make

the best use of what open lands ~ have already set aside to
leverage those lands for future generations.
Greenways would
link publicly accessible open space in our increasingly
urbanized state, and would help maintain a high quality of
life for all New Jersey's residents. By strengthening
~xisting tools and programs, New Jersey could get a good
start on establishing Greenways systems throughout the state.
Use Environmental Commissions to get Greenways established.
Environmental Commissions are charged to keep an index of
open areas, both publicly and privately owned in their
communities.
They are also trained to think and plan beyond
municipal boundaries and to understand the local and regional
data base.
Given the resources, environmental commissions
could use their local and regional data bases to identify
potential linkages between open space areas and to go about
establishing Greenways.
I urge you to consider a state/local matching grant program
that would enable local environmental commissions to refine
their open space indexes and prepare the maps that would
allow us to implement Greenways throughout the state.
I would be happy to discuss this proposal further.
Thank you for your interest.
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RE: Written Follow-up To My Testimony At The 4/21/88 Ocen Scace I
Recreational Opportunities Hearing In Bask Ridge, N .J.

~

\J" \~·~)--near Assemblyperson Maureen Ogden:

-< . ,;~
':\ J

~~
......

Please accept this written

C~\ The suggestions

y/

foll~w-up

to my 4/21/88 testimony.

I presented were very rough and need

~.~ to be refined.

THANK YOU
When driving here, I look around and think I'm in a different
State than the one I live in. Lots of green grass, flowering trees
in full bloom, broad proud roads with amply planted side strips,
a horse farm nearby with them gently grazing, and wild ducks walking
around the front lawn of the building in which this hearing is being·
held • . I.feel I'm on a jtmke·t to some paradise island •••• I'm from
Hudson County.
Instead of trying to further the art of developing more confusing and contorted Ways and Means of getting purchase money and/or
property title for more public open space areas in New Jersey, I
would like to present some methods using the local level and Hudson
County to illustrate other ways and means.
1. Open Scace & Rec. Needs of Hudson County
It's interesting to talk of urban planning expectations and
what happened to great plans. The Hudson County Land Use Study and
~ of 1974 states:
A. There are (1970 data) 1.7 acres of County/local public
open space areas per 1000 people here. The standard
should be 5.6 acres per 1000 population.
B. In Northern Hudson County (Union City, North Bergen,
West New York, Secaucus, Guttenberg & Weehawken) the
1970 ratio was much lower, 1.3 acres per 1000 population.
C. It was then projecteq (•, ~.th recommended sites) that by
1990's population, Hudson County would have to acquire
about 2700 additional acres to bring it up to standard.
To date (1988), not one single acre was acquired but population
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densities are increasing more rapidly than the 1974 projections
assumed it will.
It's 2 years until 1990 shows up.
Do you think
Hudson County will acquire the needed 2700 acres of meaningful open
space and recreational opportunities by them???? At these land
values here???
Here's an examole of what happened to one of the recommended
open space/rec. sites--Union City's St. Micheal's Monastery,: built
in the mid-1800's. This 12 acre site (2 built and 10 open) was considered surplus by the Arch Diocese of Newark and put the word out
in the late 1970's that the entire site was up for sale. Both· widespread grief and anger was expressed by the Arch Diocese's decision.
The grief was obvious--the anchor· in the region represents the trend
of others that seem to be going down the tubes. The huge "basilica"
type church·was going to be demolished and the site used for a K-Mart
shopping center. Just what people need in an overly stressed area.
It is. interesting how the anger of the population was focused.
First at the Catholic Church:
1
A. How could such a sacred site (used for over 100 years
for generations to worship and the graves of those who
spent their lives here) be almost instantaneously changed
into a K-iVIart Shopping Center?
B. Isn't it outrageous that after over 100 years of member
donations and Union City's waving of all oro~erty tax
liabilities for this period (even on that open section
zoned for residential) that the Arch Diocese of Newark
can get the highest price possible for this site, pocket
the money.and leave this community? At least, how can
the oublic be comoensated (in this case Union City) for
over a century of waving property tax liailities when
that site is sold on the free and open market (as any
other private property) to the highest bidder. The
Arch Diocese gets its high price, not because it is to
remain as a religious land use, but because of its real
estate development po ten ti al!
Second 1 at the Political Leaders:
A. Can't Union City or the County swing a deal with the
Arch Diocese to secure this site?
B. Couldn't a fUnding package of Federal and State grants,
non-profit preservation foundations, surrounding
communities, and private companies be pulled together
to buy this property for the area's open space needs?
By the early 1980' s, the answer was NO!·

Federal fimding was cut
drastically, Union City and Hudson County were in economic straits,
couldn't even afford their share of formula grants because of "higher"
priority public needs. After the ownership
- passed between other
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developers at an increasingly higher price and Union City granting
zoning variances, over 100 condo units are to be build on this open
site. The church has been sold to anot~er religious organization.
This Spring, the bull-dozers came in to prepare the open site for
the foundations and utility lines for these condo's. Is this progress?
Conclusions:

V

A. Plans, no matter how well thought out, are worthless
without the power and resources to back them up.
B. Should the local community be comoensated for over a
century of ~aving property taxes when the exempt property
is sold for its real estate, not religious, development
potential value?
·

c.

It seems all.levels of government grants and private
funding sources are in the leveraging game---trying to
make $5.00 look and act as two $10's ••
In reality, it
can't be done and it is deceptive to think that it can be~
County and local levels of government do not have the
budgets to suooort the nrofessional skills and time costs
to jump through all the hoops to package funding for
such vitally needed projects.

D. Securing the remaining ooen soace in Hudson County to
meet close to it's needs is going to be costly. But it
i.s cheaper to pick it up now rather than waiting 10 more
years. This is the "Gold Coast" not a remote rural
settlement. It seems that every square inch-is targeted
for development and public intervention will steo on
someone's plans for making an economi.c killing._ here.
2. Needed Posture For Ooen Scace/Rec. Acguistion:
Hudson County and indeed the State of New Jersey is under a growth
"SIEGE"!
The "Ways and Means" of doing government up to now need to
be changed to meet this new challange and sets of opportunities. The
business of government -as-usual, is out, or I feel needs to be reshapec
to better address these new dynamics. We should be able to pass our
communities and the State on to our children and their children in a
better shape than we have it now. Not a worse one.
We have to get a better balance between a "Money-Driven" State
versus a "Long Term Public Good-Driven" State.
The issue of acquiring adequate public open space in Hudson
County illustrates the fact that "Money-I:._iven" objectives have iong
over-ridden "Long Term Public Grood" objectives. The same could be
said in other Counties around this State.
Here,
keeping down of the cost of governmental services and
the relentless search for property tax ratables have distorted local
land uses to the point of making it almost unaffordable to live here
and denude of any public open space and amities that when you get a
few bucks in your pocket, you prefer.to leave here and maybe try to
settle in Basking Ridge fo~ the better life. God Bless those who can't.
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3. WAYS AND MEANS For Acquiring Open Scace And Rec. Opportunities
Other people speaking here act as if they are fine-tuned lawyers,
financial planners, developers, bankers and real estate brokers.
Certainly you are looking for and best use these type of do-able
methods. I would like to spread out our horizon of solutions and
link other resourceful areas for tapcing using Hudson County to
illustrate these.
A. Windfall Profits From Public Land Use Decisions/Imorovements
(1). Acguired By Non-Profit Organizations (See Above: p.3,
part B) through the· sale of real estate where local,
State & Federal taxes have been waved over the years.
For examole, when property is sold for its highest - ·
private market value and use, not only should the past
locally ·\<taved property :truces (compounded) be paid to
the local municipality, but the State should get a share
of the profits above that if it were sold to another
non-profit organization for a public purpose use.
Rationale for this is that the non-profit status is not
to be used to dabble in the private real estate market
( and using this status as a cover for. making windfall
profits.
.
(2). Huge crivate developer profits acquired from selected
municipal spot or small area up-zonings.-need to be
publically shared. Once granted, the developers' books
must be available for review and windfall profit share
assessment. The rationale for this is ao.t:·~el-ated .:to
local property tax assessment. It is tne reverse of
a public.entity can not take private property without
compensating the private owner. Here, the oublic entitv
can not give (by up-zoning a spot or area) to-"a- Pr-ivate
procerty owner without having that owner comcensate
the oublic en ti tv for the· profits made from this action ..
This is a standard technique in depressed areas where
the public entity gives zoning, etc. type advantages
to stimulate private development. But to do this in
an area of booming real estate development, this "oublicgiving" rule must apply. The up-zonings along the
Huason River waterfront is where such "public-giving"
is occuring on a large scale. The proceedure mentioned
in #1·, above, should apply also here. The State's
Attorney General should investigate thor ~ large scale
up-zonings ~··that have occurred around the State. One area
that I would like to. see inv·estigated now is Weehawken' s
granting very high zoning densities to Hartz Mountain
in front of the Lincoln .Tunnel helix ramp.
The results
of this granting is also· going to block the view from
the helix of the New york Skyline and Hudson River.
0
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B. Interest Bearing State-Backed Bonds Whose Princiole is
Not Paid Off, Only Traded
I promised not to talk about financial insturments but here
is one that is used in European'countries to fund very large
capital projects. Used here, these can be called Ooen Soace
& Recreation Bonds, with these characteristics:
(1). Used for the long term "parking" of money_for the
security and interest earned.
(2).
. . The interest paid by the State's General Fund revenues.
(3): The principle is not immediately available but (ex. is
available in about 2 weeks) can be drawn on the State's
reserves or when additional Bonds are purchased/traded.
(4). This is a form of long term savings where the interest
can be compounded for retirement, etc ••
(5). This purpose is for a long-term-public-good and should
be sold as such in the present money-driven economy
by the State by tax re fund check-a ff, open market, e tc ••
C. A Blind-Source Money-Parking Certificate
This suggestion even raises the hair on my back but tries to
use the $Billions floating· around~· in this Country and the World.
No one would Never think that the banks in Switzerland and
other countri"es are a threat to this country. The "Swiss Bank
Account" or "Off-Shore Bank Account" seems to be a very
honorable way of doing business. Why not do the same for .
gathering the resources for open space/recreation acquisition
here?· This is not a mechanism for laundering money, just
using it as it is being parked for a long time. Though the
Blind-Source Money-Parking Certificate would have many of
the characteristics of above B, except for the interest bearing
portions, I could do further work on it if you feel it should
be
Pursued. There are many Millions of dollars moving
around in Hudson and other New Jersey counties that could be
tapped for this public purpose 'this way. ·
D. The Penalities For Those Dealing With Death, Death-Related
Products & Corrupt Public and Private Schemes Should Be Verv,
Very Great
The last few years, papers as The Star-Ledger, ·The·· Disnatch, thE
Jersey Journal, the New York Times, The Record & the Hudson
RePorter and the like 1 have been tellir~ us of how a MoneyDriven mentality has been~a distructive f.orce operating in
many New Jersey Counties ~ drastically -~i'fecting us living in
them.
The assets from these death & puQlic deprivation
actions of individuals and "organizations" must be captured
to the fullest, not from the activity only.
lf such activit:
is proven, then .il,L the assets are penalized, even if they wer·
gained through "honest" means before or after ·this activity$
Gains made from short term destructive activities snoula be
turned into long term life sustaining projects J per this
hearing.
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E. An Ooen, Direct

&

(b)

Honest Method of T&J(;· Reform Must Be Initiated

I would like to suggest a type of tax reform as viewed from
the bottom of the pile of tax payers. The technology for
imp le men ting this is available and used, to a limited degree,
by all taxing authorities. I could be called in for a tax·
audit and have the last 10 years of my economic life pass
in front of me or at least on the sheet of paper the auditors
hold close to them.
All of us pay taxes to all levels of government in all sorts
of hidden, indirect and finally direct· ways on·o·r be·fore the
April 15th Tax•Day. As larger public budgets loom over us all
in aew Jersey, very few of us know where taxes go to or l:!.2!:!
they are raised from us. Here are two ~ax reforms which could
go a long way in knowing the co st of government and bringing
us all very close to how tax expenditures are made·on the local,
County, State and Federal ·levels. These reforms will certainly
enable us to acquire more open space and recreational opportunities· throughout the State.
(1). Tax Payers' Choice On Expenditures By Program.Category:
with the numerous pages in the State's (& Federal)
income tax booklet mailed to each tax payer would be
one page stating the amount of taxes needed to be raised
and the governing
l.ini ts' .. .
proposed expenditures
by program category. In New Jersey,· the State's
income tax booklet would supply the Local, County and
State's proposed program expenditure sheet and to be
returned and compiled by the State with his/her regular
income tax return. On this sheet would be a place for
agreement with proposed program expend'i tures or one
which is preferred and made up by the tax payer.
Alon~

The results of the tax payers~·choices would be summar~
ized and distributed to all levels of government in the
State. If the tax payers' choice is more than 15% of
that the governing bodies proposed, the elected officials
are mandated to reconcile the difference and present a
new budget to be adopted by them.
Obviously, this approach to budget making would require
a better way of informing the citizens than the present
public hearing approach where very few people attend
and is often performed with dubious practices.
( 2). A More Simolified Method of Comoutins;t Taxes Owed:

Somehow, I would, like to be assured that evc~yone is
paying their fair-share of taxes. With this year's
Federal tax simplification, I know I got it in the necko
Confusion, ·unfairness and rage abounded by the April 15th
Tax-Day this year.

Although this hearing on Open Space and Recreation
acquisition Ways and Means is not the place for
a detailed analysis/recommendation on tax reform,
here are some general charateristics of such reforms
that would have an impact on this hearing's ~oals.
a. Too much of what should be the responsibility
of the le2islative nrocess is included in the
tax comnutation process.
I think I missed
over $100 million of deductions and possible
"shady" loop holes that much better informed
on such practices readily use.
I know I paid
too much truces this year and because of my
ignorance on such fine-tuned practices, I
gave in and paid it. Too many of us do the
same. I think #(1), page 7 would be far :petterc
b. Too much

_. short-term "Money-Driven" objective
are included in computing taxes, not lon~-term
"Public Good-Driven" objectives.

c. A good look should be made at tax comoutation
of gross income/revenues/sales and not the
Adjusted Gross Income where so many get away
with unfair deductions. Ultimately, comsummers
pay all truces.
d. All taxes paid to various public and private
(public surrogates) entities are to oe entered
in tax computations to avoid being double taxed

..

:etc.
I hope these suggestions for raising acquisition resources for
Open Space

& Recreation Opportunities are helpful.

can enlarge on those you chose to explore further.

If you like, I
Enjoyed given

a chance to testify at your public hearing and would like to see the
next hearing held in Hudson County.

Systems
cc: Assemblyman Dave Kronick
Hudson County Executive
Robert c. Janiszewski
N. J. Sena tor Thomas F. Cowan
U.S. Sena tor :Frank Lautenberg
U.S. Congressman Frank Guarini
John M. Davis; AIA
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TOTALS

·ed by:
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Seconded by:

OoUar Amt.:

Approved by:

WHEREAS, the State of New Jersey has placed the Norwood Boy
cout Camp situated in the boroughs of Norwood, Rockleigh and Alpine in
.he County of Bergen, on the State Register of Natural Areas; and
WHEREAS, the United States Department of the Interior, National
'ark Service, believes the tract is worthy of evaluation for inclusion
.n a National Natural Landmark; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Chosen Freeholders in Resolution Number
.7 on February 16, 1983, unanimously expressed their support for the

Lcquisition of said tract; and
WHEREAS, this tract was recognized by the Bergen County Planning
3oard in its Recreation & Open Space Planning Concepts map, adopted July 2,
L973, as proposed State Open Space; and
WHEREAS, the Bergen County Park Commission in its Resolution
~umber

7354 on February 14; 1983, unanimously supported and encouraged the

?urchase of "this most valuable natural terrain for posterity"; and
WHEREAS, the Palisades Interstate Park Commission.in its
Resolution of February 2, 1987, unanimously reaffirmed, "that the Norw od

rract is a natural area worthy of preservation and encourages state and/or
local officials to protect this natural resourceu; and

-2-

WHEREAS, numerous organizations and environmental groups whose
iembersnip total more than 80,000 citizens of New Jersey, have

writ~en

in

iupport of preservation of this tract; and
WHEREAS, legislators of the State of New Jersey have seen fit to
.ntroduce bills S 2328 and A 2932 which provide fer the purchase and main:enance by the State Department of Environmental

Protec~ion,

of the Norwood

:ract and three other properties that are, "environmentally significant and
rius·t be preserved"; and
WHEREAS, the Bergen County Executive and Board of Chosen Free1olders recogni:e the exceptional value of the Norwood tract as the last
:emaining closed canopy forest on the western slopes of the Palisades and
i

historical, natural resource in Bergen County worth of preservation for

~resent

and future generations;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Bergen County Executive

and Board of Chosen Freeholders express to ALL CONCERNED, their strong
support for the legislative bills S 2328 and A2932; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution will be

immediately forwarded to

Governor H. Kean. New Jersev Deoartment of

Environmental Protection, New Jersev State Senate

President~

John

F.Rn~~n,

and the Soeaker of the General Assembly, Ch11ck Hardwick, all county
legislators representatives and Division of Green Acres.

NEW JERSEY CHAPTER
360 Nassau Street, Princeton, N.J. 08540
(609) 924-3141

snim:~

FOR THE RECORD OF TEE ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON CONSERVATION,
NA.1URAL RESOURCES AND ENERGY HEARINGS OU OPEN SP.~CE' AND RECREATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES, APRIL, 1988
by Albert Kent, Urban Trails Committee

1-~

experience in,: open

has been

~

~pace

preservation

am

recreational. opportunities·

as a volunteer in helping pl.an and develop the Lenape Trail

'
and West Essex Bikeway in Essex County" and the Patriots
Path in Mo1!is
C01Ult7.
-·Each o£ these projects fits well with the greenway concept expoused
by" Assistant Commissioner Fenske and other.! as a way of maximizing the

aesthetic and recreationaJ. usei'ulness of open space.
Unfortunate~,

the three projects have been ten to fifteen years in

the making and are still far from completed.
five years is a more

~ica1

I am told that nationally,

time for planning and developing such under-

takings.

It seems to me that the State,

shou1d assume a

substantia~

~"lrough

its Division o! Parks and Forests,

greater role in planning assistance in projects

o£ this type.

In the Lenape 'l':rail project, for illstailce,-use

-0£ Public Service Electric

and Gas powerline rights-of-way servesas a key ingred1ent in linking a
variety o£ parks and other places of interest along a thirt;r mile route.

After litera~ years o£ desultory negotiating~ the Counq secured an

agreenent with Public Service tor the public use o£ these rights-o:f'-way
for walld.ng.

Certain insurance coverage was provided by the County.

or three years

under a

later~

prohibitive~

Two

Ptlblic Service demanded increased insurance coverage
expensive commercia1 policy and the project is now

in limbo.

Certail'Jl.3r there must be a way- around such a d1£.ficu1t7. Since power
lines alread.7 cross existing parkland on easements, ...why' could not the

County or State purchase a right-of-way for one dollar and lease back a

utility.easement for a dollar a year to the power compa.ny"? Would this
perhaps so1ve the probl.em'! Local people do not seem to, have the capacityto work out such ideas o

State help is needed.

As

time goes. by", land under

power lines in suburban areas tends ·to get leased away for parking lots
tor adjoining de-velopment so help in such matters is needed soon.

rn.

the

case 0£ the West Essex Bikewa:r on the abandoned CaJ.dwell

Branch Railway, Green Acres allowances for land acquisition failed to permit
purchase of the entire five mile right-of-way so the County- now holds two-

thirds of the line with the most important segment leading to the main
objective, Grover Cleveland Park in Caldwell, being sold o:f'f to private
bu,ers.

an:cy.

a miracle will now save this ';project from being a second rate,

truncated bikepathto nowhere.

to· help avoid a fiascoo

...... ,

Mare State help is or at least was needed.

The Patriots Path, which is an outstanding example of a suburban-rural.
greenbe1t pedestrian way and bikeway, has numerous gaps in the ·origina1
fifteen mile section and severa1 missed or nearly missed opportunities in
the proposed western extension.

A stronger role at the State level cou1d.

have been helpi'ul. here.
In conc1usion, I believe that either by way- o:t legislation or administrative policy, a greater role mu.st be taken by the State in planning
and other specific assista?lce to loca1 entities in pursuing major trail

and bikeway linear park projects
Traw·· Plan o£ i9a2.

particular~

those listed under the State
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